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Abernathy:Carterforgot bl-acks
by Joe Kilsheimer
managing editor

.

Mixing good;natured humor with.
. the typical style of a Southern Baptist
'preacher, the Rev. Ra-lph Abernathy
said Monday evening that P~esident
Jimmy Carter has not lived up to his
campaign promises ·to put · more
minorities to work.
Aberna.t;hy' s !ec;ture was the first ~f ?
20-part series he said. ·It was the first
event.for Black Awareness Week, sponsored by the Black Student Union.
Abernathy, who took over as chairman of the Southern Christian Leadership Council after the assasination of
Martin Luther King Jr. in 1968, told
the audience of rougly 1SO that the
country's main problem · is not . inflation, but unemployment'. "Mr. Carter is always talking about how inflatjon j·s our No. ·1 problem , but when
you ain't got a job, you · ain't· got
nothing to be inflated," Aberpathy
·said. "the struggle is no longer betwe~n the blacks and the whites, it is
between the haves and the havenots .. .and the haves are always th.e
telling the have-nots, 'Pull yoursetves
up by the bootstraps, 'well how' can you.
pull yourself up by the bootstraps
when you don't have a boot, much less
a strap."
Dressed conservatively in "my only
· goo9 busines~ suit," Abernathy was all
- .:. ~-

·smiles when he told the audience the
reason he rose to national prominence
was not because of his civil rights
work, but because, "I am good
. lookjng .. .can you see my dimple~;· he
said pointing to his cheeks. ·
Abernathy also attacked Carter for ·
moving too slowly to introduc:e a
national healt~ insurance plan t,a
Cqngress. He criticized the government for spending billions to synd
astronauts to the. moon, "To bring
back a bunch of rocks," when they
should ~ave spent ~be rrioney to help
· care for the poor. .
.
.
· Orange Cm,mty's lack of black elected officials also drew fire from Abernathy. "Florida will fool you," Abernathy said. " People will try to give you
the impression !hat everything is .· all
.right... but in Orlando,· only one black
serves .on · the dty~ council and that ls
wrong."
.
.
The theme of Abernathy's speech
was "cultural contributions made by
·the black Americans." He cited the accomplishments of Crispus Hucks, t.he
first person to die in the Ameriqan
Revolution; Charles . Drew, who
discovered blood "plasma and George
Washington Carver, who discovered
many different uses for the peanut.
In fact, said Abernathy, if it weren't
· for Carver, Jimmy Carter woulqn't be
a famous peanut farmer.

. I'" '

Tony Toth/future

The Rev. Ralph Abernathy spoke to about 150 people in the VCAR
Monday ·night. He said President Jimmy Carter has broken his campaign promise to put more blacks to work. Abernathy's lecture was
part of Black Awareness Week which 1s sponsored by the Black
Student Union.
·

Ceramics instructor
doesn't lil11it interest
to glazing pottery
by Deane Jordan
staff writer

Stephen Jepson at his pottery w~eel.

UCF Art instructor Stephe~ Jepso11
molds clay with his hands and molds
lives with his mind.
Eight years ago, Jepson, who holds a
Bachelor's degree in Zoology and a
Master's in Ceramic Design, began. his career as a professional potter with a
goal of becoming a millionaire by the
time he was 45: years. old. Two years
ago he began working towards the
goa'l of becoming Cl: public speaker and
to that end joined Toastmasters International. Today Jepson is a nationally
acclaimed
potter and an awardwinning public speaker and although
he is not a millionaire yet, it's only a
matter of time.
Becoming a millionaire, says Jepson, ,
is not as impo.rtant a goal to him as it
used to be.
"I felt," said Jepson, "that mon<'y is
a measure of certain kinds of progress
and success." And success, savs Jepson, is a skill.

"If you listed the qualities of successful people like Edison, Ford, Einstein, or Pierre and Marie Curie, you
would find a ..tremendous number , of
them _have success skills, and these
skills can be learned'." .
By any standard, Jepson i;:; sue-.
' cessful. From his "Happy Palrns"
pottery shop on SR46 just east of
Geneva, he has built a thriving
business
and
gained
national
recognition.
Jepson describes pottery" as one of the
most pervasive forms of contemporary
arts and crafts. "I make something
everyone can use," Jepson said. "Using ·
hand-made artides enriches one's
life." He added that his pottery is not
expensive.
As
a
financially
successful
businessman, Jepson with the .help of
his wife Martha, puts approximately
50,000 miles per year on his van going
to art fairs .and ma~i _ng· wholesale

Today's F~ture----~~-~--------------~--1--ep_son...,..p_ag_ei
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All's Fair

Shakespeare!

All's fair in lot'e and tear-and
en'g ineering stl1dents competition. The
eighth annual Engineering Fair cranks
up next iceek tl'i th prom i.<w of some
unw;uaf exhihits and ecen hett<'l' co11tests.
S<'<' story. page .'3.

A stage, a stage! My kingdom for a
stage! (or something like that) Ac'tualf.y
the Simply Shakespeare troup has no
prohlem finding a stage to put· on their
productions. Thier · serdces are in
demand all the time. See story. page I 2.

Knights Roll
It looked mighty tough the-re - for a
tchill~, ·but ' the die-hard Knights came

through and beat . cross-town rival
R of/ ins. The Knights got a lot of help
.from neu'comPr . Gerald
. .
.[ones who is
- featured on page 1 7.

Page 2 -future - Fe~ruary ~' 1979

Senator.#or Engineering
enrolled in business colleie
Sen. Ron Jakubisin, who represents the College of Engineering in the Student
Senate, is actually enrolled in the Colleg~ of Business Administration, according·to
. his records in the registrar's office Feb. 6.
·
.
Last week at the senate meeting, Sen. Rob Rotter accused Jakubisin of changing
hi~ ,major, and Jakubisin said he did not believe the matter should be discussed at

that time.
Student Body President Mark Omara said the student must only be enrolled in
the college when he is elected. He said this has happened in the past and tha~ th~
senator is not replaced unless he pr~v.es to be detrimental to the college he is .
representing.
Jakubisin r.; chairman of the senate's Services Committee and was named
"Senator 0f the Year" last year. He also organizes the gripe sessions. Of the total
52 bi1ls and resolutions which have been introduced to the senate this year,
Jakubisin has introduced 12 and seven of them have allocated money to .student
services.' ·

survey sh·o ws job prospe~ts
look bright tor UCF grads
This year's survey marks the ninth
Unemployment is down and salaries
time his office has polled graduates on
are · up for recent graduates of the
the two factors.
University of ·Cer,i:ral Florida, accorOverall salaries indicate an increase
ding to an annual survey taken by
of" approximately _l 0 percent over ~1~
UCF's career planning and placement
year, said Gracey. Notable is that the .
center which indicates an even
nearly 1,500 gradu~tes who returned·
brighter future for degreed job-seekers.
questionnaires reported salaries very
The survey, wh{ch covers persons
who graduated from December · 1977 _ close to the average nationally for the ,
through August 1978, shows unemsame period.
Engineering graduates led the way
ployment at 7.5 percent and the
with an average starting salary of .
average salary for those with
$ l 6 ;800. The same group· reported no
bachelor's degrees at $11, 124.
unemi:>loyment, Gracey said .
James W. Gracey, director of the
"All indicatfons point toward an
UCF center, noted that the unem~yen better year for graduates in
ployment rate stood at '22.S ·p ercent in
1979," Gracey continued.
1975-76, and _10. l percent in 76-77.

Happy Valentine's Day to
The Zeta Soccer Team!

I hope you had as much fun
' as I did.
Coach

..

Committee

seeks input

Business Majors

The ad hoc Committee of Inquiry
requests . input from the 'University
Community (students, faculty and.staff)
regarding the alleged abuses that appeared in the Jan. 19 issue of the· Future
regarding the Financial Aid Office. All
information will be considered . confidential. Please contact any member of
the Committee of Inquiry by Feb. 9.
We appreciate your cooperation.
Dr. Joan Burr, ext. 2671
Mr. Jim S--mith, ext. 2622 .
Dean CarofWilson, ext 2824

•

Dynamic individuals interested in a sales career - join us for some
ground level experience. We are an Orlando based Florid~ Corporation offering part time positions in sales, with an income poten- ·
tial of $250 to $500 per wefi!k.
·

. Heart

Call now for an interview
at 64 7-311 l ·
.
and· ask for Mr. Duke.

Disease..·

.

YOucaalive

- withoutit
- . Give Heart Fund

ffi

_American Heart Association\J /

.

I

comi11g...

.

r

.
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:·WELCOME TD THE JOB MARKET·.
SPECIAL
1»1SWfEf(

~

EducatiOnalCenter -:

LSAT·GRE
. MCAT
classes now forming
· Call Days Evenln1s & Weekends

Tampa (8~3t~88·0003
10921N.56th St.
Temple Terrace, Fl. 33617 .

What's your be$t bet in today's marketpl_
a ce? What
can you exp~ct from your first job? Need it be a nineto-five one? These and many othe.r questions related
to entering the job market will be discussed in this .
issue of "l nsider':._the free supplement to your
college newspaper from Ford.
Ford hopes these tips about what awaits you in
the job market will help you start your career off on
the right track. And if .you're in the market for a
new car or truck, we also hqpe you'll check out the
great lineup of '79 Fords.

Look for "/nsider"Ford's continuing series of
college newspaper supplements.

FORD
FORD 011..'.ISION

~

~

.
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Engineering fair shows students' abilities
•

Egg dropping, glider, and balsa wood structure
contests along with competitive projects and displays
highlight the 8th annual Engineer's Fair being held
Feb. 16 and 17.
The fair is sponsored b y the Universi.ty of Central
Florida Student Chapter of the Florida Engineering
Society and nine other engineering societies. According to Helena Podl ecki, .secr.eta ry/treasurer Qf the
Engineering Fait Committee, the fair "shows the 'innov.ations from students and a rea industries, and
shows what UCF is doing itself in the field of science
and eng ineering."
The Egg Drop Contest, where the · objective is to ·
. design and construct a device that
pr.e vent an egg
from breaking when dropped from the roof of the
Engineering Building will be held Friday, Feb. 16 ,
trom 12 to l p.m. The entry fee is $1.00 and a plaque
will be given to the contestant with the highest efficiency ratio.
The Balsa Wood Structure Contest will be held on
the same day, from 2 to 3 p.m. in the Engineering
Building. Students entering use 20 pieces of balsa

will

,..
•-

booths, including Rockwell International, Martin
Corporation and Disney World. rhe booths
will show what the Central Florida area is doing in
terms .of technical advancement.
Judging the competitive displays wm be five area
coinp'a nies, and winners will receive free tickets to
the Engineer's Banquet that will. be held at the end of
the National Engineering Week. Tickets are worth
$13.50 ea ch and 24 free tickets will be given away.
A movie made by UCF students a bout indus.t rial
en,_gineering w ill also be shown during fair hours.
.
Schedule of Events:
· Friday, February 16
Public viewing hours ... 9 a.m. t~ 4 p.m .
Contests:
Egg Drop ... 12 to l p.m.
Wood Stn.icture ... 2 to 3 p.m.
Saturday, February 17
Public viewing hours ... IO a.m. to 3 p.m.
Contests:
·
Glider Contest ... 9 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Celebration and r~ception ... 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.

wood and one tube of wood glue. The bridges entered
will undergo a compression and tensile test to check
.s tress. According to contest rules, "the strucutre
which is found to have the highest strength to weight
ratio will be considered the most efficient design."
Prizes will b e given to the lst, 2nd and 3r_d plac_e
structures.
Remembering last year's contest , Podl ecki said, "I
was rea1ly impressed, at the elaborate and beautiful
work people put into their bridges."
On Saturday, from ·9 a .m. to 12 J).m. the Glider
Contest is schedul ed. Those interested can pick up
forms in the Library. There is a limit of two g liders
per person and each must be registered. The gliders
will undergo a design ·and endurance test. Kits are
available in the bookstore for $2.00
Cofi?.petitive proj ects are separated into three
classes: techni_c al societies, in~ividual, and group en-_
try. Only students from the ·coll ege of Engineering
may enter. But in 'the display events., faculty and ·
students may enter.
. Up to 20 area industries are expected to man

M~rietta

Focus o·n Photogr~phy
Winners~ Third Week

•

First place goes t~ Josef Franklin (bel9w), a political ~cience major
with his·picture of the sun setting over a marsh.
Randy Uhl, a journalism major recieves second place for his picture of a clown in the mirror.
four th in a series
by Anthony B. Toth
editor-In-chief

_.

The more you get into photography,
the more you find out how many
things can go wrong-from loading thE
film to the final priii.t.
These problems can be divided · into
two groups: internal, problems. which
occur inside the eamera and external,
those that are caused by outside in-

fluences.
Let's start with the internal
problems. ·
Have you ever gotte~ back a roll of
film from the Fotomat and the whole
thing was totally blan~? The most
: probable cause for this i~ improper
foading ofthe film. In 35mm cameras,
if the film does' not latch onto the
takeup spool properly, the film will not
· · Photography, page 13

.VA begins.program .
to k8ep .vets in schoe,I ·

..

by Gwynne Chastain
. 1ta~wrtter

stabitize the veteran pbputation at UCF. Through the
file for di~abled, ex-offender and minority veterans.
retention program has been
retention program, _the OVA ca~ · now help -~et~rnn.s
Veterans qualifying· for these .pos_itions are referred
created. to help eliminate the obstades which blockand their. . depen~ents. fi.nd employment. OVA is
directlv to the emplover from the OVA.
Veterans' educational goals.
·
.
.
· trying to help fill the !mmediate need of fhe veterans
As ~ith the Financial Aid Office, OVA works
-'° · · : ·; ·· Thom Costa, coordinator of the Office of Veterans" ..
and his: -dependeT:lts-by--·helping thel)l overcome their:
do~efv with the Plac-ement"Center. "Placement shares
Affai·r designec;t and implemented the new progra~~ . ;financial bi:n:del'ls.
.. ,
.
\· .
therr job listir;igs ~ith us,''. Cp~ta said, "Financial Aid
f> : ::
i-f, . whichwilH1elp·to ~·ssist and·· i:eta'fl'l"·veterans euirr:en_tly;, ~· : -~: ·the,- OVA R'etentiof}'.J· o&~rS<-· sev.er~l. · opiions- ·. for . · . sh~t-es·}.vork st;u.<fy af!.d oth"e{~personal services. ~~
~·-:; _
...~·
'enrolle'd ~at UCF. . ~- . .
-·~·
"
.t ·financial assistanc·e ~· Tll@y: Work closely t<li ·devel:Pp .a_. ..· c:omplement·each other bY·fifJ'ing? ·specific need."
:.:~: -_:_!/~.: .' Goncern~1 ~bout . tqe . high 'veterans , ~r-o.p·out · ~~?te •. -.fiR"andat _aid' pas:~age,"- if there is · financial_ r:i~rr. :· .-Any nu!ri~er · of · p~rsoQ9Lprobleins.a'nd crisis m~y
l36sta researc~ Mir -p>roblem and" found that foian1. beyo-nd:current r-es?uhie's.
;.;
:,,. . . .
arise during the ·y eat. ~hi·~h ~outd 'interfore \'.'.ith a
~~\~~, , ) ..,- ,<!!~l ~,ar~h11?1:,_ W~:~~·:<?~ t~.-~aj?¥..caus:s .i~ ,-~~t . ·._ ~- ~~e - ·F.Ior_i~~-~~:.~~~t\;/ffim~lc?~·m:ent S~"F-~le~... <~~~~ '_st~tjffi~s·, edut-af:iona~l p 4 ~sµits: l'.be-OV ~ h,.~ . ~ num~,1• ~<: · .. • .._., .,. • 0 ut!'fs'
· -:. ,...~ .,rj,\~ · .;\9 :tJ.:f.,.. i.~· v,-• · .. · : · "' · · ,. r. \i ....__.
. Nation ~ Al~e-',,..::.:r1J:8us.:~-:~~S"""'en•~ . then»ta·ce~f.1, .,,,,. ~, ·~'(' · r. "
·.~,,.
1.:/ ·· • -"'1.:l t ·.-':i ' ' ·:..i ·
'~ ·th . par· ·. · . .. "'·· ., . :;. "{ ·
. . <.
,
,, . .
·
. .; ~~;
• ~ " "' ~
.
8<>' .
.
·" --. uer 'ev restiurces>- a~alfat>.re · o.epen:umg. ~1-1,,,, e t,
~· [;~··;.::.--: ,-.. ,_:·~et~r-~~ sfudeJi~~·~fe._· ~~e!a~!Y._fje~~ncta_l17-1PP~~r,- . ·/.~eryt~~<."13~ loc,~:~~~~ts~:~~ OOier..s~~r~e~ ~-i~h. ;" hc~lai':nf~~.f..') :": i:· .- f~:~~<:; . ·.· .
.
-~ .
~f~~ >:" .'-~.;.··. ~en~,~'. .~~~tf+-.~ a f~ ,~~~J~~~ ~tt" ~~)~d;r,;- -~i;k~~ ;~N~.!:· -~~w~1c~ the - ~V;~~~~~ -; !o:: -~fv.~l~p, }~s~.1~~; of~ 1 e~! ' :·.'.~1J¥re~ ~~~.f~e·s..ii'}°e~?)jef.s<?~~fcounseling~ di~ect
~.'~ ..:~ ~,-.. ~ :~sports~ ~-1J\1.~1.~~ .J1~!'X ~~'.:~~~r~:i?~.~~s:. .d?~:; fr:.~~~-· < m~r.~~t·.~P~'f~i.t~~ ,~;;:~?~ rcte~~~.:?d-~~~--1'.« ' T~ferrn} ~c?i~~n~.v~~~~t~geri~-~~~~~uc.ht a~ th~ -Qe.v.e~~-p- . .
r~·
~ 1~ on}~rn~/~~ ·th~~~~~lie.~s~vrs,:· ~~- ~t?~< fF?~~- ;t~
f~~ ..~~~ . . ' ·,'. :/> .,,,_,lf~·· ;:,~:':,;'.~~·: . J. . · '. '!-.'."IL., / ' ;,~,< .· mmt·a!<C~'tit("r;>Spef:_Jal,.S,-~,})~~-e~.y .a~d M1oonty Af~~t.rS" ..
•'+~~ . -~df.~ti?~al..~rcr~:<!~(~f ~~nt> att~n~:n~ t'9;.~~~~· . ~ .: · ,_; _- Cd~f~: ~'\JP-.,~·:.t~~~t~:1~;~.~~1. tt14 . ~c-~¥ 1 ~J~_ 5~~~:- ..·., 'P~.fJ_¥A '~Wa-'.'i:..~lsO+i~~l(~¥d:_coilt~ct with a n~m- .
: ; _;-:;.
· 'ft.tl_1dn -t. m:a~r s~,-.s~t~)!."Jn~ that we rnufd t~c;r:~i-f:~ Jimp.l~ent,. Se~!~1~~~~J~'-t~e; OV.A,,rl~~ .:~-~u~s-. -.. ;~ her of · &mmufitty - r'tjf~(r.,Jf-'· a~eHctes. These ser,~i.ees···
: .... ·
vefe'ra-n~ and t~~ lo~ ~~-bN.·au~ '_).f cxte~~a5m_~ .da;y. ~i~~- Ote .<.'JA~tit :~tu~g~_ 0~·· e_mp.l~~yr,p~JJ:t· 0 P.P'?f" . have· includ:ed<_hous~mi." -.marital· ~c.o.un~ling, family
•·
c:irc:u~1stam·<'~ ... ~n~a s~nd'. It ~as rv1&~t a ·pr~gram
tu~1hC's: ::An app~tp.t.rp.mt to ~~1eak wit~ t-ht•, re.pr~s~~services·~ food stamf?s. drug/.akohol counseling and
. was m'<'<\t.>tl to <.:ompln.n~nt O:V As Out.rc-ach Pmgta':°.,
ta~1vr c.~a~. ~e made thr?~gh. thic- OV.A:. _'f'he sei;.~1ee ts
IE"ga~ aid. :..
·
Projc-c:~ - Outr~a<:~~ rec:rmts the- VC'trra~, and. hrlps htr:n
prmrn~~.:ly "frtr_Vt.'tc-r:.~n:s, satd Costa ... hut w_e -will ti;y
· Cc>sta beHeves the'· constancy of the veteran
enroll m c:oll<'.~<....
.
. ,
...
to .help· •m.~: studrnt. ~ho c:omes t~Y1,1s : · ·
. .
population at UCF . is due te> the cemprehen~ive ·
The estahl1snm<'nt of a R\trnt1on Program, rnmTh<.' ~atiorrnl Al-l1a_n~·r of .Bus1_1wssnwn p(•nod1eally
program which combines act{ve r~r.uitment with in~
binc'd with tlw Outrea<.·h Program has h<'lpecl
c:alls m .1ob opportunities to OVA. Thrs<' arr kept on
dividualized efforts to retain students.
A' -n·e w ·veterans

<;

·,. .·

1

.
:·. . :':"': :

Ji::· ..

_.,.

::
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Softball team
needs members
The UCF Men's Faculty/Staff Softball
Team
is regrouping
for
·Spring/S11mmer league play in the
Altamonte Springs Rec. Dept. Leagues:
Any experienced players interes_ted· ...
should .contact either Jim Cherepow
ext. 2771 or Les Harding~ ext. 2541 for
further details. They want to s·c hedule ·
an orgaI).izational meeting as soon _as
possible, as league play will probably.
start around. the middle of March. ·
academic excellence and encourage interaction among students· in the nursing program. The society will be
.oriented towards stimulating interest
and further knowledge about the nursing. profession . There are plans for
Coinciding with the forl}'lation of the • fund-raising Rrnjects with h9pes of getnew nursing program, the Student
ting enough m9ney to orifig 1h ~ guest
Nursing So'Cl.ety_has been esta'£>lish"ed'.
speakers.·: The=.society. is lob.king Into
The first meeting was held Feb. 6 in
th~ possibility of applyjng f~r:rrfember
the Biological Sciences Building.
ship into, the National Stuq~nt Nursing
,, .r.: ····, .
Society.
·
The society's purpose is to promote

Students·organize
nursi~g -~o~iety

•

.

'

Union. The guest speaker will be Dr..
The ·society's cqarter officers ar~:
Ernst
'Ingendaay, Consul General · of
David Hanke, president; Sue Moxley,
viCe presiderit and Anne McGee, · the Federal Republic of Germany. The
topic will be the state of Germansecr~ta ry /tFea~urer.
American economic relations. The
meeting will be held in the Knight's

Polic. Sci~ Union

~P,~>ns~fs ltr~~y~e 1 1 .:•. ( ·
"fhe public is invited to a meeting on
F'e~, ' 13 of the UCF · ~olitical Science

~-

'I:

.

~ MARY ~ATHERINE ~
·F LORIST
t

Co~uerofWest

Broadway & Central

F;LOWERS ·':
Reserve Your Valentine
Flowers Today!
.1406 N. CHICKASAW TR.

Arrangements

·217-4711

For Any Occasion

.

Spe~ial

•

365-3035

-----·

marketplace.

' ··

Tired of ·Being late?

for sale·

'Mobile Home 1974, 12 X 70, 2 lg. bdrm., 2 tub
baths, Cent. H&A appliances, furnished, EXTRAS:
Awning, skirting, shed. Excellent Condition. $950
equity & assume payments. 275-2408, after 5.
Call 277-4398:
.

ls If worth 61¢ a day to never
mlu 1 elau or he late for •Ork
~
late? .

•••,.ha .....,..

'68 Olds 88, must sell, best offer. Call-644-5074.
Olds 442 '69, new motor and trans., PS, PB, 4speed. $1800. 851-4355 after 5.

Sun-shine Wake Up Service

73 Montego MX 351 C 2v PS, PB, radio, radial
.tires, new paint. Exe. cond. will trad 1395 or of·
fers. St. Cloud, 892-7823.

/

'67 Dart GT bucket seats, console small V-8,
automatic, power steering, ' good $IS mileage,
dependable. No rust but needs paint. $650.00 or
best offer. Call 678-5742.

• O.araltlttd s-•ay iemee

• low 111ntltlf rtftt .

• Special rtfH for Ions ~'"' eonttaets
Ask ahlf oar •eelal •••~ dlseoant

For sale, 73 Ho.nda 450 motorcycle, runs great!
$600 firm or trade. Call Arne 896-0746.

CaH 83t-t737
or after hours 83t-372t

''dear Honey ..."

V;alentin~s
'

-,

Happy Florida Valentine's -Day, Mom, Dad, ·non,- · Karen, You~ve .given me more happiness' than I've .
Eric & Gretchen. Love, Debbie.
ever known. Love always, Brian. •

w

Dear M-Diver. Love you lots, glad you liked my
face and set the da~e for September 8. ILY M.

Shadow we've been knowing each other for: many a
year. It's true 1nd I can't think of anyone else who .
cin make me feel as good as yop.

•

Room in the cafeteria at 2 p.m.
Flor more inform.at-ion- · about " the
Political Science Union · contact Julie
Strickl~nd president, at 275-2608.

The Mad Marker pens and goes
But to where and wtly no one knows.
If he would but stay,
And brighten my ~y,
I'd behappy right down to my toes!

,..

Third ralsen from the left, it should have been
"Thin and Juicy, Thin and Juicy!" Bum!

Kappa Sig a simple we love you is better than
none... but the best and more is yet to come Stardusters.
•
.. ·
·

To all the brothers & sisters of Kappa Sigma.
Happy Valentine's Day, Dawn.

A great Big Valentine's Day Hug & Kiss for my big
_brother, Bob Burch. You big Lil' Sis, Dawn.

•• •

TYPING: paper provided. Experienced. Call .Marti
671-4081 or 2865.
·
_
Professional typing, 14 yrs. exp., IBM Electric . .
Spelling, punctuation & grammar corrected. IBM
Corecting Selectric • only 1st class work. Paper
supplied. Susie Weiss. 647·4451 after 2. ·
Will do typing at home. Phone 331-0498. Joyce
Dema~. Term Pap/rs, Thesis Papers, ect.
Professional typing. 14 years exp. IBM Electric.
Spelling, punctuation & grammar corrected. Paper
provided. 70¢/page. Call Ginny.
.Professional TYPING · knowledgable in all types of
work. IBM Electric. Paper provided. Call Anita,
365-6538 after 5:00.
·
Typewriter repairs. Work on most models. Rates
very _reasonable. Call 677-5016.

i..
EUROPE ADVENTURES· know the cost before you
Toyota Celica GT.Liftback 1976 Auto, AC, AM/FM ·go. Student camping tours. Write: K. Gerbens, Ex·
Cassette Stereo, New Radials, $4000 firm. 275- periments in Traveling, P.O. Box 2198 A, West ,
.,._39.9 1_._ _ _ _ _ _...,._ _....,_ _ _... Lafayette, IN 47906.

Female rc»ommate wanted at furnished 2 bdrm
Sandy Cove apt., A.S.; young 20's, reliable, FREE PREGNANCY TESTS: Abortion services; low
responsible, independent. Call Cheryl 834-6481 cost birth control. Privacy, confidentiality.guaranl"'"'~ft.e.r.9_,p•.m
•••o.r.d..
ay..s._,3_2_3-_1_4_so..,
. ';..e_x_t••28_2,_._ _ _..., teed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725 N. Magnolia
Ave. Available by phone 2't hrs. a day: 422-0606;
or toll free 1(800)432-8517.
·
STARSKY AND HUTCH fans! A new fanzine,
Do you want to be a boss? Management positions original ficition plus! For more info., send S.A.S.E.
for aggressive men & women in sales & services. · to Me and Thee, Judy Maricevic, 713 Overhill Dr.,
Students, faculty & staff alike: call today for ap- N. Versailles, PA 15137.
pointment. 671-4081evenings,830.5417.
Looking for some 11do-it-yourself''. job security in
these uncertain times? Unusual opportunity for
good earnings, part-time or full-time. For appoin- ·
tmentPh:894-6889.
Reward offered-for the return of a brown cor·
JOBS ON SHIPS! American, foreign. No experience doroy jacket & a Kappa Sigma Fraternity pin with
required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Sum- guard & president's dangle on the lapel. Lost on
Intramural soccer field on Monday Jan. 29. High
mer job or career. Send $3.00 for information.
SEAFAX, Dept. F-4, ~x 2049, Port Angeles, WA sentimental value-please contact Mike Spence
98362.
339-6530 or any Kappa Sig.

help·wanted

Here's all the love for a great bunch of girts, the
Zetas at UCF! From your resident alum, Marti.

Big Sis Harris-Lots of Love, Little Sis, Addie.

EXPERT TYPING· 18 yrs. exp. ·FUU TIME. Term
papers, reports, thesis, resumes, ~tc. Correction
of spelJjng, """'mmar, punc., and editing included.
Reasonable. Call Bea 678-1386.
Professional typing-no job too large or too small.
.10 years experience typing Master's papers &
dissertations. Editing also available. Call'Judy at
275-2351or677-1902 evenings.
·

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control· information,
pregnancy tests and counseling, VC screening,
low-cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
898-0921

. . Lots of Love to my Honey on Valentine's Day. Al.

Happy Valentine's Day to the Hunips. You are the
Best! Love, Legs.

'11 Datsun 510, 2 dr. sedan automatic. Call 3655259 after 6 p.m.

.

1111

•
•

'

Home for sale by owner. 4 bdrm/2 bath large
glassed-in Fla. room with fireplace. Professionally
decorated throughout; other extras. In Oveido, 7
:.~i. from . UCF. Call 365-3327 or #2603, Dr. ft
Gary Holten.
··

-

services

••

Looking for Love? God loves you enough to send
His Son, Jesus! Come to "FLIP" on Tuesday, 4:00
in VC 214 to find out more. Baptist Campus
Ministry for you.

t----------------•
lost& found
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Art department gives
students local _c_olor
by Caro_l Arnold

. and temporary positions that the
Art Department could move forward."
While the Orlando area offers the art .
With the construction of the Fine
culture of Loch Haven Art Center, the
Arts Building in ·1974, the Art Comr.>lex
University of Central Florida offers the
on the east corner of the campus is
• Art Department Gallery. The Gallery
separated from the main. offi~es .0n the . '.
is loc!lted on the third floor of the Fine
west.end~ Wel!lflan.feekthe ~ep¥at~on ..
~-_.
.
and
manaf?ed
by
Ch~rles_
not
only
hinde~~
l
he
art
.
dep~r~w.~nh
:
·
.
Arts
Building
.•
Wellman.
~
but thtrnnivel'.s'i~· itse.ll~ :.~Wear~-011~the - ...... ·
. · At present, th. e pho\<>graP_hic works
thir_clflOOr !!flh~_FJ.AG !'iitj BµiJdlng·a'!d:-.
of Manu~l Alverez Bravo are on _ tile Art Complex.is on the etner side of . · ~
·.
display. But Wellman feels the pµblic .-; · _tbf! eampus.)ts .lik~ making them into
· ·
should be . turning more toward ~,the .· two different .scliooJs. -UCF ·is ·,only ·: a .... : · ·
university to quench th~{r cultural
rp.iddle-s.ize tniiv~rsJty .a nd <;~n ..not af- - · . , "·
thirst. This won't' happe.n, Wellman
ford to separat~ the· two," -Wellman · .
says, until more emphasis is given to
said. ' . -:- . .,,
. . . ... .
'
the artists.
·
With talk of a new ferforming Arts
Wellman, acting director of the Art
Center· sU.rring, the future . and diree.. Department, speaks openly about the
tion -of the Ar;t DepartmeJ).t uncertain. · ·
problems and goals" of the department
Wellman feels the name ch~nge in
,
.one . step forward. . Complementing ·
itself.
.,,.
"One would only have to look at the
President Colbeurn, Wellman said,
• placement. of the buildings on campus "We applaud him for changing . ~he
to see what the emphasis was about,"
name, and hope to w.ork with him in
pausing to light his pipe, ''we have . the future to expand the university's
image."
evidence that art is not held in very
great esteem here, but with the new
....
·president, we are hopeful," ·Wellman
said.
.
.
A 43 year old graduate of the
University of New Mexico and teacher of
photography, Wellman says that
"clearly
photography is in a renais•
sance and the photography department
program could be enlarged," but added, . "We are more interested in a
rounded program, all. programs could
be enlarged with proper ~uncling."
· Working with goals in minq
Wellman wants to "remove the adjunct
•tatfwrtter

·.

w··
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-EARN OVERS650AMONTH·
RIGHT THROUGH YOUR
.-SENIOR YEAR. ~

AUfO·INSURANCE
DRIVERS

-

ilU6"-·

_
.s_gs_-2_
-4_s_4.........

LIFE
ISTOO
SHORT•••
.. .to live it without a full measure
of energy and vitality.
.
Find out how Sunasu's unique
nutritional formulas can help put
more living into your life. Call your
local. independent distributor today.

Sunasu International
Incorporated
Your independent distributor is

JOYCE BOONE
894-1892

.

.

responsibility, a $24,000 ·
lf you're a junior or senior
salary in four years, and giltmajoring in sciences like
·math, physics or engineering, edged qualifications for jobs
the Navy has a progfam you both in the Navy and out.
Ask your placement ,.
should know about.
officer to set up an interview
·It's called the Nuclear
Propulsion Officer Candidate- with a Navy representative
when he visits t~e campus,
Collegiate Program
(NUPOC-C for short) and if
or contact your Navy
representative at 800-841-8000,
you qualify, you can earn as
or .send in the coupon. The
much as $650 a month right
NUPOC·- c Program. Not
through your senior year. .
Then after 16 weeks. of
.- only can·it help you complete _
Officer Candidate School,
college. It can be the start of
an exciting career. .
you'll get an additional year
of advanced technical
NAVY OPPORTUNITY
8637 I
education. This would cost
I,-----------~-.INFORMATION CENTER
I
P.O. Box 2000, Pelham
!'l-Y- 10803
I
thousands in a civilian school,
Yes. I'd like more
on
I
NUPOC-C Program ( 0).
but in the Navy, we pay you . . I the
Nam
.... ,,
I
II Address
· 1·
It isn't easy. There are
c~
I
fewer than 400 opening_s and I Stat
Zip _ _ __
I Age
tCollege/University
I '
only one of every six .
.I :!=Graduation .Date
!Grade Point
., .•
applicants will be selected.
I AMajor/Minor
I
Phone Number ·
But.~£ you make it, you'll
.
I
I CNP 2/8
have unequaled 'hands-on

..

~anor,

informa~on

r..

~

d"lrnf'l'nntl

I.Ht

._ _____________ _.
IA .. •l'nde•

.

. NAVY OFFICERS
GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST~
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Orange County Bar approves legal aid
by Deanna Gugel
a•soclde editor

The leg.al aid program has been apstudents at all civil or administrative
proved by the Orange County -Bar
hearings, trials, and ~my appearance
Association and the Flo.rida Bar
before a judicial, quasi-judicial or adAssociation, according to Student
ministrative agency, or any federal,
Body President Mark Omara'. Once the
·
state or local government.
program is . approved by the viceSome of the legal areas covered unchairman of legal services in the·Orander the program are noncriminal trafge County Bar. Association, Student ·fic cases, except driving while inGovernment may begin to offer the
toxicated, · uncOF1tested ·
marital
service to students.
dissolution, landlord/tenant problems,
. If the program is approved, students · .consumer problems, conversion of
will be able to receive free legal advice, -property, and name change.
office ~
work,
and
consultation,
document drafting. These include · If the program is not renewed at the
preparation of subleases and contracts
end of a fiscal yea.r, money wilf be
and · settlements for leases. The _legal · made ·available by Student Governservices · attorney . may .represent
ment to continue . legal ser~ice i.n
by Deanna Gugel
:assomte editor

· ..
l
Senafe passes

.1

..- - - - - - - - - · At their Feb. 1 meeting, the senate
passed a bill allocating $466.80 to
build hackstop fencing for the threewall racquetbau courts.
~llJ
bUl~'d
Jim Soukup, president pro tern of the
11•11
f
senate, said he believes the fences
~
should be made of chain link because
they have proven to work best at other
courts: This project was one problem
mentioned by students during the gripe
.__ _..__ _ _ _ _.sessions held last quarter, _according to
Sen. Paul Curry. ·

I
f

fO
court .ences

I·

1

..

·I

,

those matters which are stil.l unse~tTed.
To be eligible for the program, a
student' mu~t be carrying at least six
quarter hours. or must be a graduate
student enrolled in at least four quarter
hours. The student must be a resident
of Orange, . Seminole,
Brevard,
Volusia, - or . Osceola Counties in
.Florida.
Total value of · legal services
provided for each case n;iay'not exceed
$1,000 and no student may use more
than $1,200 worth of legal services in
one year . StndPnts must pay their own
filing fees, court costs or expenses, bail
·
bonds, fines and penalties. ·

If the estimated value of legal service
is expected to cost more than ~ 1, 000
the student will be required to pay .for
the excess service before it is provide~ .
Any money not earned by the attorney
will be returned by the_student.
'l'h.e program does nof include drafting of deeds of trust, real estate mortgages in deeds, leases," partnership
agreements, articles of incorporation,
wills, or trusts be(ween two livirig persons. Cases involving trademark,
patent, maritime law, ~usiness activities or ·income-producing activities,
student ·versus student conflicts, and .
.university discipline are no~ covered
·Senate, page i 3

A bill provjding $4 79 to the UCF Ski
Team to pay their expenses in four
tournaments was passed by unanimous
consent. The contests will be held at
Rollins College, the University of
Tampa, the University of Florida, and
the Florida State Championship in
Groveland. ·The ski team took eightli
place in the, men's ranking and tenth
place -in overall rankfng in the
southeast region last year .
Bill 11-35, which amends the senate
Election Statutes. concerning ·the recall
of senators, w~s passed by unanimous

consent. The amendment defines the
.. necessary to recall .a
senator.
In other action, the senate passed a
bill allocating $423 to send 1·3 students
to the Model Senate to be held at Stetson University March 1-4. UCF has
taken many first place awards in past
years, ·according to Sen. Mark
.Calahan.
.
The senate also approved Resolution
11-10, which supports President ·
Trevor Colbourn' s desire to start a
football team at UCF.

. . .

Please· Do Not Remove China,.: Glasf
Food or Silve..Ware from your v.c.
Cafeteria. ·
.Th ank-you., .

SINGING
VALENTINES

*****. . . '""*"*"'*.....,......

......r»

...,.,.....,~....,L"*''*'lllr*"lr'*'*""'"*'*"llll~~

NEEDSYOU ASLOB·BY
ANNEX DIRECTOR

Friends
. H~lp Fight Inflation

Stan

pro~edure

DUTIES--coordinate information flow between the
universi~y students and our legislative delegation.
This position requires an understanding of the Legislative process in Florida
and first-hand knowledge of lobbying procedures.
'
If you believe you qualify for .this position, stop.by Student Government or
c·all Mark Omara at 2 75-2 19 1. , Poljti?al Science m~jors en.courciged. _

I'

50¢ Let M e Call You
Sweetheart
5-0¢ YouAre My
Sunshine
75.¢ Red Neck
Special

..

'

'

This year, send your love a
SINGING VALENTINE
.
. .
I

They can be bought from
TYES SORORITY in front
of the Snack Bar on Feb. 12
and 13 from 10 to 2.

g6

!I

Since 1795 we've welcomed

.

·. our gues!~ with our best.

Quaiity Care .
Family Plannin1!,

~oc
-

clinic ,

@Jinic

I•

ABORTION SERVICES
I

N ext tim e you're in Mexico, stop by and visit the Cu ervo faln'ica in Thquila.

•

· Unexpected Pregn·a ncy
Alternative Counseling
Free Pregnancy Testing

I•

BIRTH CONTROL CLINIC
Q ua litied Physician Gynecologists
Ind ividual Confidential Counseling·

Phone: 628-0405
2233 Lee Road, Suite.101
Winter Park btabllshed 1973. Physician Manase
ONndo-tJ'ea Chamber of Commerce
Winter Pait( Chamber of Commerce

.

· A tradit1onaltaste of

Cuervo Gold.

Visirors to Cuervo have always been.
greeted in a special way.
They 're met at the gates and invited inside to experi-ence the unique taste of Cuervo Gold.
This is the way we've said rrwekome "f or more than 180
years. And it is ·as traditwnal as Cuervo .Gold itself. . .
Fo.r this dedicatwn to traditwn is what makes Cuervo
Gol,d truly special. Neat, on the rocks, with a splash of soda,
in a perfect Sunrise or Margarita, Cuer'Qo Gold will bring
you back .to a ti'YIW when quality rule(tthe wor'1'.

Cuervo. The Gold standard smce 1795.
.

1

· ·~

- -··· .

CUERVO ESPECIAL•' TEQU I LA..80 PROOF. IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY © 1978 HEUBLEIN . INC.. HARTFORD, CONN .

·t .J./

1.

~,~~us}
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Valentine's DBy rich with_customs
.

.

by Carol Arnold
staff writer

If you haven't got any Valentine
· Cards yet, or if the week's Future
doesn't hold a special Valentine wish
for you, don't despair, there are several
• old time remedies you can try to make
Feb. 14th your magic day .

Girls, if you believe in dreams, pin
five bay leaves to your pillow, one on
the center and one to each corner,
some believed they would see their
future husband · in their dreams if the
charm worked .

One old Italian custom is bound to
help. Some .young unmarried women
get up before sunrise on Valentine's
Day and stand by their · windows,
sometimes · for hours, wafching for a
man tp pass. It is believe that the first
man that passes-, will become her
bridegroom ~ithin a year.

In Derbyshire, England, young
women circled the church 12 times at
midnight and repeated the words "I
sow hempseed, hempseed I _sow, he that
loves me best, come after me now."
their true love was supposed to appear
after that.

Another old belief ~oncerns the way
to ' learn t4e identity of one's future
· husband . Write your boyfriends'
names on bits of paper and roll each
name in a little piece of clay. Drop the
clay into water. The first scrap .of pa-,.
per .to rise to the top is supposed to contain the name of your true valentine.

The original idea of Valentine's Qay
came from the Roman feast of Lupercalia', a Lover's festival - for young
people. The name Valentine . ca.~e
when churchmen tried to give meaning
to the pageant festival, naming' the
holidays after two Christian martyrs
named Val en tine.

•

•

little Sisters
are the hest!

..

ltS different things to different people

Especial~ my

Lil' Sis, Liz.
.love,
Anthony

( ""

Of course, all employees at the National Security
Agency 'have certain things in common: they are
civilian employees of the Department of Defense;
they are engaged in technical projects vital to our
nation's communications· security or a foreign
i~telligence pro.duction mission; and they all enjoy
the benefits that accompanyFederal employment.
Howe'ver, the differences between our career
opportunities are just as interesting as their
similarities. For example ....

TO THE ELECTRONIC ENGINEER (BS/MS): An NSA
career means delving into unique projects which can
span every phase of the R&D cycle. An engineer may
design, develop, test and manage contracts on
communications, recording, and information storage
devices and systems whose capacities and speeds
are still considered futuristic in most quarters .
\

~e)ill~~
ill~~~

~a~~

.Dt:LI SANDWICHES
·IMPORTED BEER
&w~~~
LUNCH SPECIAL 11·3
SANDWICH 'N DRAFT

TO THE COMPUTER SCIENTIST (BS/MS): It means
applying his or her knowledge in a wide range of
sub-disciplines such as systems design, systems programming, operating systems, computer applications
analysis, and retrieva_l systems.
·
TO THE MATHEMATICIAN (MS): A career means
. defining , formulating, and solving complex communications-related problems. Statistical mathematics,
matrix algebra and combinatorial analysis are just a
few of the to?ls applied by the NSA mathematician.
Interested in foaming more about the difference in
an NSA career? Schedule an interview with us through
your Stuc;lent Placement Office to.day. If we do not
recruit on ybur campus, send a resume to the address
given below.
U.S. citizenship is required.

\

)1$1.10

dO. _

GA~EROOM

_
8 BREWS ON TAP ·
·. 25¢ DRAFT 4-6 . ,
-

.

.

'.i·

~
I,

Across From UCF' · :;
275-3052
1:
.
.- ·
c; . _
.. ~ .

,.
·
·.
. •

Mon-Thurs. i1 -am- : 1 am
. Fri 11 am • -2 ain
. Sat · 4 pm · 2 am, .
Sun 4 pm - 1 am

"
_

-~

,

.

:
·

l\lROy:,
5101 E. Colonial Dr.

273-8500 .

AN EATING & DRINKING
ESTABLISHMENT

• SEAFOOD • PRIME RIB
• ITALIAN FOOD •

Sun. - Ladies Nite
Mon. · 2 for 1 Nite
Tues. - Ladies Nite
Wed. - 2 for l Nite
Thurs. - Dance Contest · Prizes

Late Nite Menu-Sandwiches)

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
Attn: M321 ·
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755
An Equal Opportunity Employer m/f.
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It's about time
to start more
black awareness
It was with a twist of irnny in his v.oice that Rev.
Ralph Abernathy asked what percentage of the
student body here was b'lack. "Twenty?'." he asked.
Laughter. "Tear' More laughter. Someone finally
said "Tw.o!" Abernathy chided the audience,
"You'v:e got a long way to go'."
Abernathy spoke as . a part · ·Of Black
Awareness Week. Unfortunately, the university
needs a lot more than just one week to make
everyone aware of the blacks.{or lack of) on .c ampus. With less than tw9 percent of the student body
being black, and even a smaller percen.tage on the
faculty, there is a dire need to start working in a
concerted · effor~ to recruit and retain . mino.rity
students ·a nd faculty.
For years UCF has been a "honky heaven." It
has never reflected in its enrollment figures the
ratio of blacks in the surrounding Orfando community. The only possible reason for this has to be
that the blacks in the area haven't found this
university attractive and those in charge of
recruiting them .have neglected .to make it so.
And once the · white atmosphere began, it continued as a sel~-p.erpetuating image of a place
where black~ had no desire to go because of the
small number of minority, students here.
To remedy the situation, · not only the administration, but the faculty and student body
must tak.e on part of the burden. There should be a
total university effort to implement a program of
minority recruitment.
The university has made pledges to the Depart.ment of Health, Educatio~ and Welfare to raise
the percentage of minority students. If we don't
show good faith on this pledge, as may be coRtrues
by the sad shape of the minority program now,
there is risk of federal fonding being taken away
from the university.
A two-pronged ~Hort of proper organization and
a. general change in the attitude of everyone at the
universitv, from one of indifference to one of interest an.cl coiieefn must be initiated. Only then
can we truly have black awareness.

a

Poliey
Letter to the editor must he dclh·ered to the Future hv :3
p.m. on the Monda~· prior· to puhli(•ation to he considt:re~
foy that issue. Letters must hear the writer's signature and
phone number. Names will he withhdd upon request. The.
Future reserves the right to edit letkrs.
·
Mailing address: P.O. Box 25000. Orlando. Florida :l2R 16.
Editorial office phone: 2 7 5-2 60 I . Business offic.·(• phone:

275-2865 .
This public document was promulgatt>d at an annual ('Ost of
:ss8 •.f28 or .5 .4 cents per ('Of>Y to inform ~lw uni,·ersity
·rommunih" Annual. adnrtising revenue of S2·6.000
defrayed 4-4.5 percent of the annual c.·ost. Tht> Future is'
fonded throu~h the Adh·ih· ,and-ser,·ice ft•e as'" llcK.·atcd h~· .
the student government of the University of Central Florida.·

University of
Centr~I F:lorida ·

Change can threaten
Editor:
What better way for the new president to begin
his reign than to establish a new name for the
university, as though it were the mark - of a
coming era?
·
The next step is to cut off extra "fat" from the
. budget by combining three existing col:leges under one heading, "The College of Arts and Sciences." I offer you the opportunity to contrast the
old catalog against the.new.
·
Before: FTU, colleges of: Business Administration,
Education,
Engineering,
Humanities and Fine Arts, Natural Sciences and
Social Sciences.
After: USF, colleges of: Arts and Sciences,
Business Administration, Education, Engineering
and Health Related Professions.

I wonder what will pass through the minds of
people who are interested in our university as
they read this. "The College of Arts and Sciences"
is such a general title that one may think it is
made up of several scattered semi-colleges that
aren't developed enough to be named individually. This \YOuld result in less recognition
for the present colleges. of Humanities and Fine
Arts, Natural Sciences, and Social Sciences.
How can we have so much faith. in Dr.
Colbourn when he has not been here long enough
to develop the necessary trust?
Perhaps, through Colbourn, we have found
stimulus amidst the hollow of stagnation which
had hindered the university's growth. Yet I am
skeptical, and I believe we should remain
cautious throughout this new age.
John. J. Fisher

'Put more class in stands'

.L etter

J1Ji1JrE1

Letters .

Editor-in-ch i<'f

Anthony 8. Toth
Business Manager

Editor:
dinn~r on campus.
A sen:ational tJame with Rollins Saturday night! .
Lots of folks don't like the cursing chants. So
The Knights are a class act .
why impose it on them? It's like a foul-smelling
It was marred ·for me, however, when I cigar in a perfume boutique. In this era of civil
~verheard a father. tell his familv as thev walked
rights, cordoned-off smoking sections, and a
out thr gym door, "Never again!·"~ It w~s the in- government agency for every complaint, it's uncessant chant ".Go to Hell Rollins, Go to Hell," fortunate that we do not strive for a pollution-free ·
that got to him . That same "Go to Hell Rollins" .verbal environment at our games.
·e choed over the comrnentarv of Channel 24's
We need to remember that this is more than a
replay on Sunday night.
·
moral issue. Pei-haps we did have a sellout for: the
There have been . t'ditorials about the profane Rollins game . But what about the sparse crowds
cht'Ning before. But I wonder if UCF fans realize for other games during the season? We can't afjust how many potenti.al supporters are repulsed ford to be smug. We all have a university to build
by it. ~personally know of several. I was just told and a football program ahead . That spells comrec<>ntly by a frimcl that he took his family to just
munity support which in~ludes prudish
one UCF game and now woulcln 't attend a free
famil~es with youngsters.
Class, page 9

Editorial Staff
/)1·<1111111 C:11gf'/ . :\ .~wl'i11t1 · 1-:clitor: Hri1111 l.11/'1frr. f11t1Tt11i111111·11t f:clitor, :\1111 13arry. Sports Fc{itor, C11 m/ :\r110/cl. 1\1·11 Hrt'1n •r. /)011 C:rlliln11</. /)m1w jorr/1111. /)ar1•
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RESOLVED:
by Mary Wilson
staff wilter

The Future recently conducted in. terviews of various professors concerning their attitudes toward intimate
instructor-student affairs. The instructors remained anonymous as the purpose was merely to gain a cross-section
of opinion.
Three male and three female instructors were questioned . Their colleges
include Education, Social Sciences,
Engineering, Natural Sciences, and
Humanities and Fine Arts.

,. .
•
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We usually resort to profanity for
one reason: to fell bigger than we
really are. We don't need it. The
performance of the Knights on the
· court proves that. Cheering is intended
to inspire the te~m not to demean the
opponent's fans. (unless of course, we
are trying to steal some of the team's
well-deserved thunder .) If some have
an uncontrollable urge, they might go
outside and scream "Same to you
fella!" with accompanying obscenities.
What counts, of course, is the perfor- mance on the court, and the numbers
on the scoreboard.
It would be interesting to. see how
many UCF students either agree or
disagree with me on the issue. We_have
a class basketba 11 team now on the
court. Why don't we try to put little
more class in the stands?
Dr. Ed Wycoff
Dept. of Communication
P.S. If Rollins took us literally, we
would be hard pressed to find another
cross-city rivalry .
·

a

'.

The instructors were first asked how
they viewed the propriety of professorstudent relationships, parhcularly
dating or a sexual relationship. The
responses ranged from unqualified
disapproval to conditional approval.
One of the male .resondents felt that
"under no circumstances" should such ··
a relationship occur. Contrastingly, .
another male instructor felt no disapproval if the relationship was between
"consenting adults .with no moral ties .
elsewhere"., most notably marriage.
The remaining instructors expressed
disapproval and cited their objections, '
All but one ·of the disapproving
respondents emphasized bias as the
major disadvantage of involvement
with a student. Yet each had a unique
perspective on what form that bias
would take. Though making grade
allowances for ·one student at the expense of others was the most mentioned prejudice, one instructor fe lt the
discrimination would lie in the
professor's setting higher standards for
the intimate students. Thus this
student would be graded more harshly
than his peers. ·
Grading a student harshly could be a
professor's means of overcoming
suspiscion of favoritism . Three of the
professors argued that even if detayhed
evaluation could be maintained, a
professor would have to face the
mistrust of students aware of the
relationship. One professor felt it
"instructor's
would
decrease
credibility" and therefore decrease the
regard of his students and fellow
faculty members. One faculty member
acknowledged the potential harm, but ·
st:;ited the possibil~ty wasn't sufficient
to justify his disapproval.

It is unethical for a faculty mem.ber to engage in an intimate relationsihp with a student.

Four of the respondents agreed -they
had no objection to student-instructor
relationships when the parties weren't
likely to be together in class. One
professor, though generally disapproving, felt a ·~elationship might
enhance teaching communication if
there is "no fear of reprisal" . This
same professor was careful to limit his
indifference to the involvement of
graduate students, · maintafoing they
are less likely to be evaluated on a subjective grade basis, and therefore less
likely to be the ·cause or object of
discrimination. One professor insisted
that it · was the instructor's responsibility to sye that "no interaction of
that kind occurred under any circumstances."
When asked specific questions about
the frequency and nature of dating and
affairs, instrucfors' responses were ·quite
similar. Many emphasized that some
. of their conclusions were b;lsed on
and
were
therefore
hearsay
questionable. The following inquires _
were made:
·
1.) Who do you see initiating such a
relationship, the student or prqfessor?
Four respondents felt it was a mutual
venture, one referring to it as a
"delicate dance." One instructor said
he had heard that most of the advances
came from female students, for the
purpos.e of securing a grade. The
remaining instructor haq no idea.
2.) How often are y~u aware of such
affairs developing? Three instructors ·
answered they had never heard of
specific affairs between students and
profe~sors . One of these contended, "I
think we hear much more about that
than a~tually happens." In her nine
years of teaching a professor said she
had known of it occurring only twi.ce.

Five to six times was the frequency
cited by another instructor of nine
Yrars. The highest speculation was
giver.i by a professor citing 20 percent
involvement-, at one time or another,
.by all college faculty.
· 3.) Have you ever been approached,
or have you ever approached a
student? The questfon received an
. across-the-board ''no" except for one
professor who had been propositioned
·
by an undergraduate.
4.) Implied in such a 'relationship is. a
sign if i.c ant age ~lifference, does this
have .any influence on your opinion?
Age was not a consideration in any of
the responses.
The instructors were finally asked if
they felt their opinions were typical of
other faculty members. All replied affirmatively except for the professor
who didn't object, assuming the
stu.dent and teacher were mature, consenting and u.nobligated. The consensus was one of disapproval for a
teacher-student relationship based on
the _threat to fair evaluation and a
professor's status with his class and
peers.

TAX
275--9 483
UNIVERSITY CAB
SERVING THE UCF.
CAMPUS AREA

CLICK ... Sim has it all!
Wedding Portraits .'.
Graduation Portraits
Passport I.D. Photos
Photo Restorations
Wedding & Celebrations
Commercial Photography
School Yearbooks
Matting and Framing

PJzptOgiaplzr by- ~im

CLIC ... and more
Cameras - Nikon, Leica,. Mamiya,
Fuji, Yashika, Canon, Konka,
Polaroid.
Lenses, Strobes, ·F ilters, Cases,
Film, Processing, Elargements,
Darkroom ·Equipment & Supplies

VISIT SOUTHERN PHOTO
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
3184 E. Colonial Dr.
Herndon Plaza 896-1724
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Galberry to go to USC tor peer

C~unseling ·

by Gwynne Chastain
staff writer

A member of the Committee for Peer
Advisement plans to attend the Peer
Counseling Conference at the Uni'versity of Southern California, Febru~ry
22-24, providing the necessary funds
can be acquired.
Student ·Body Vice Pres'ident Armando Payas, a member of the committee, said they need approximately
$600 to send Paula Galberry , assistant
dean of women to the conference.
So far, the committee has acquired
$163 from the office of Dr. Leslie Ellis,
acting :vice president for Student Affairs and Payas has asked Senator Ron
Jakubisin to send a bill before the

Senate asking for $200. Dr. Nancy
McGee, chairman . of the committee,
will ask the UCF Foundation for $200.
If the necessary funds can be appropriated, Gal_berry will have the opportunity to learn how to run a peer
advisement program, "She will be able
to save. the. committee months of work
by bringing bac1< information on how
to train peer counselors," said Payas.
After investigating the possibilities,
the committee will rely on the
knowledge gathered at USC to help
them decide if a peer advisement
program is feasible and help guide .
them in designing a workable program

for UCF.
- At this point, outlook for acceptance
of a _peer advisement program is
favorable. Payas said that if all goes
well with investigating_ methods of
creating and designing a program, the
next step would be training the peer
counselors. He said this could be done
during the summer in order that peer
advisement could be a reality in the
fall quarter.

According_ to Payas, mon~y for the
Peer Counseling program will be
provided .by the Activities and Service
Fees -- pending approval of the A&SF
Committee. Payas expects the program
-to -cost between $ 12, 000 and $ 15, 000
for the first year.
"We are taking the initial risk," said
Payas, "if the program is successful, it
is my hope that the Administration
will fund the program in the fu~u~~·"
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PHOTOGRAPHY

The Frame Corner
Butler Plaza Mall

1979 CONTEST

671-9222
This Month:

Sponsored by .
FUTURE Newspaper
Southern Photo

Frame Corner Do-it-yourself
& custom piC?ture framing

10 % off to all
UCF Students

3184 E. Colonial, Orlando

Harmon Photo .Center
1323 N. Orange Ave., Orlando

LEGAL AID PROGRAM
DIRECTOR IS NEEDED

WEEKLY PRIZES
(from either Southern or Harmon Photo Center)

Student Government's Legal Aid Program is in it's final stage of approval
with the Florida Bar.
·
We will soon neeL! q Legal Aid Program Director whose r.esponsibilities' will
'include coordinating the I .egal Aid office and jmplementing the program.
Students with previous legal aid work or Allied Legal Services majors encouraged for this opportunity. This is a salaried position for 20 hours a week
at $2. 90. All interested students stop bv at S.G. or call Mark Omara at 2752191.

.

,
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1st PLACE $10.GIFT CERTIFIC~TE
2nd PLACE $5 GIFT CERTIFICATE

.· OVERALL GRAND PRIZES
1st PLACE $75 GIFT
CERTIFICATE
'
.
(from Southern Photo)

. 2nd PLACE $50 GIFT CERTIFICATE
....

(from Harmon Photo Center)

3rd PLACE $25 GIFT CERTIFICATE
(from Ha"rmon Photo Center)

Hafr Styling by Russ and Rick
Formerly of King'~ Den

Expires March 9
For Appointment 671-6604

..
SEND LIVING
VALENTINES.
FfD LoveBundle Bouquet.

Get niore out of college thari just a degree

Wanted:

San Jose Center
Hwy. 436 Next to Goodyear

..

The Marin_e s aFe coming.

FfD Valentine

J3ud Vase.

Administrative Officer
Air Traffi~ Control Officer
Aircraft ~daintenance Officer
~ vionics Officer
Communications Officer
Computer Engineer Officer
_Crimina ~ Investigation Officer
Disbursh1g Officer
Proud~
·Eiectron.ics Officer
Engineer Officer
l~antry Officer
Judge Advocate..Officer:
Logistics Officer
Military Police Officer /
Motor Transport Officer
Public Affa_irs Officer
Supply Officer
Tank Officer
Telecomi:nunic:ations Systems Officer
"Weapons Systems Engineer Officer
~'°"'I
Weather-Service Officer
., ·.;. ........ ·«
'.
-~\itib:~~'. . <-.>., :.~-- Airborne Re~onnai~sance Officer

The.few.
The
·The Marines.

.,

Those FfD Aorists really
get around ... for you!
FTD LoveBundle~ Bouquet, usually available for less than $17.50.
FTD Valentine Bud Vase, usually available for less than $10.00. As an
lndependint businessman, each FTD Aorist sets his own prices. Service charges and delivery may be additional. Most FTD Aorists accept
major credit cards.

J',·:~

··

She's a Marine and
a career woman too.
Find out if you're qualified by stopping by the team table on
February 12-15, from 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. and talking to Capt. H.
P. Rhodes of the officer selection office.

I
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- CECO
EMBLEMS, DECALS ,
& MONOGRAMMING.
TROPHYS, JACKETS
&CAPS

A .Complete Auto Shop

Ye Fox & Hounds <

STUDY SMART

Our Hairstyling will
change your life &
revitalize your image.

g/eJ 3-falft'A
AUTO MACHINE .SHOP
• ENGINE PARTS •

- CECO Emblems & Decals
1203 N. Mills
Orlando, Fla. 32S06
(305) 898-3313

$599

SHAMPOO
CUT

.STYLE

Pic~-up and Delive~y
~OOPERATIVE EDUCATION.
ADM. 124 e 275-2314

and
THEW0R.KS

911 J'l. Mills Ave.
896-3434

a

UCF STUDENTS.ARE ALWAYS WELCOME AT ·
THE EXCJTING

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF OVIEDO,
.

.

.

,5·~~ mi. ~~rth

.

.

of UCF on Alfaya Tr.

Dr. William -~· Marr, Past«:»r

..

·SHAMU WORLD.
. so

WELL, WHAJ' IS

r suRe oo,

AVAILABLE AND

;
WHERE DO I GO?

OF

00 MANY
MY FRf ENDS.,.

•-."-

FRIENDLY PEOPLE>
GOOD WAGES AND A
SUPER PLACE TO WORK. ·
ARE ALL A PART OF
. OUR PARK ATMOsPHERE.

LISTEN, SEA WORLD
IS EXPANDING AND
LOOKING FOR PEOPLE .

· WHO WAWT TO GROW
WITH US.

WHY WORRY?
CENTRALIZED
SERVICES
HAS IT ALL! ,
Theatre Tiekets
One~

Upon a Stage

Theatre on
Musicana

CAMELOJ'

Park-Availa~l e starting Feb. 19

.

12.00

.9.00

6.2s &
4 ..50

1.so 5.·oo
3.00

3.00'
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

1~75
1.•75

Movie T-~kets
General ·.Cinema
Plaza Rocking Chair
Eastern Federal
.Interstate 6
.
"Wometco-(Park.East& West)
Great Southern Music Hall (movies only)
!:Jniversity Driv·e.- In
.
Grapefruit Classical Theatre

Discount

Reg.

3.. 00

3.00
10.00

1.50
1.15
·1.75
1.25
1.25
· 9.00

ONLY 400 TICKETS AVAILABLE FOR THE · ROLLINS GAME! Tickets .will be sold for $1.00
today at the Kiosk from 9 a.m. until they're sold. ~ ·
per l.D.

Other Serviees
Babysitting Refferal
Consumer Union
Community Agency Referral Service

Off Campus Housing ·
Travel Board
_

----------------------------15 .

GET YOUR TICKETS FOR THE ROCK-a-THON
. SPECIAL! 24 hours of rock 'n' roll featuring

. bands at the Orlando, Sports Stadium. Tickets are
.3.50---limited offer!
.

..

_Please remember that you are limited to two tickets per 1.u. per pure ase.
~-------------------~~---~-Located in V.C. 217. Hou-rs are .9-4 M-F. Call 27.5-.2191 for ·
moff inf01:mation .

All Services Available To Students, Faculty, & Staff•

Commuters
Faculty~Staff

Ticket·Books
$10 value

' '-It

on sale for
$9 plus tax .

l 0 % .S_avings
Purchase FroIU Cashie~
.V ..C. Cafeteria
Redeeinable in V.C. ·
Cafeteria Only ·
..

.Special Purchase Price
· Opportunity Ends Feb. 23rd
No Time Limit On Redemption

;,

Simply Shakespeare simply 'fantastic'.
by Brian LaPeter
entertainment editor

For years our culture has thrived
upon
the
works
of
William
Shakespeare. They are read in high
school, every thea ter group stages
them. The lines from his plays have
become ~phorisms. Shakespeare is _a
.
hqusehold word.
But not many of us really delve into -:
the heart of his works, as does UCF'.s
Shakespeare troupe.
Simply Shakespeare is basically a
three-quarter long English course in
which a small and diverse group of
students · study
and
perform
Shakespeare's comedies.
But for most of those involved it's
more than just a course.
"IT STARTED as a reading assignment at night," said its founder , Dr.
Stuart Omans. He said it was an alternative to a written paper. The course
originally met during the day and held
the oral interpretations for. four hours
at night.
Since then the course has branched
out in a ll directions.
Into it's fifth yea r, the class, besides
studying
Shakespeare's
comedies,
brings to the stage its interpretation of
these works. They direct, . act in,
produce ·and· ev.en score music_for· the
performances . .
OMANS S.;ID the first quar ter is
spent study_ing the works a~d the
second and third quarter is spent
taking their productions to area
schools.
He said the students learn to
recognize one controlling theme
throughout the plays they study . They
learn the concreteness of Shakespeare's
language and the excitement of his
work.
If this seems l_ike a lot of work for a
three credit course, you're right. "It's a
hell of a lot of work," said Omans. He
said that the class performs a least once
a week in addition to attending at least
one practice .:1d the regular class
period. "It takes a wish to really expand yourself, a willingness to work
with diligence and dedication,"
Omans said.

•

.

•
•

..
The Simply Shakespeare troupe.
BUT THE HARD WORK and diligence pays off. Omans said that the
troupe . was booked up for January
through M~y in one week. They had to
turn down invitations. They have also
been invited to hold a workshop at
North Florida Community College this
month to work with students and
faculty.
The. real reward comes from the
audience's enjoyment. Omans has
dozens qf letters on file from area high
and junior high school students
thanking him and raving about Simply
Shakespeare's performances.
With the big demand for Simply
Shakespeare, Omans wants to expand
the program. He wants to eventually
be able to run two shows throughout

the year. "We'd also like to be able to
offer workshops all the way through
the year," said Omans.

"That's really how the program succeeds."

SIMPLY SHAKESPEARE is fond ed
partially by the university ·and the ·
Florida Endowment of the Arts. With
their help and interf:'.st the program can
grow.
And what do the students think
about this unusual experience? "They
react fantastically," said Omans. "It's
so great to see the ~ids in the course.
rea lize the impact of their studies on
themselves and the community."
Om ans considers this the most im- .
portant factor in teaching the course.
The students and the kids in the
audience are what really counts.

Simply Shakespeare will hold a
public performance Feb. 14 at 8 p.m.
in the Music Rehearsal Hall. The
production is entitled "Shakespeare in
Love; a Study of Romance," and will
contain excerpts from "A Midsummer's Night Dream," "Romeo and
Juliet," "12th Night," and "Richard
III." The show is free to everyone.
Anyone
interested
in
Simply
Shakespeare is asked to call Dr. Omans
at 275-2212 , as there will be a new
session starting next quarter. He encourages students from all disciplines
to enroll.

• ••••

National company does 'Hamlet' well
by Deanna Gugel
asaoclate editor

"Ha mlet," as staged by the National 'Shakespeare
Company Feb. 2, was one of the best pNformances
ever·. given at _U CF. It brought an enlightening touch
of the a rts to a usuallv culturallv drv universitv . .
"Hamlet"· is a tragedy set i~ De.n mark in the late
seventeenth century. The play centers around
Hamlet's · confused state of mind concerning his
father's death and his mother's quick ma rri age to his
uncle soon afterward.
The play started slow. and the· players seemed to
lack character, but after ten minutes thC'ir pers.o nalities began to take shape. K. C. Kizzaih, who
starred as Hamlet, changed easily from one mood to
the next. His acting was very intense. Kizzaih w.as
trained at the Universitv of California at Be.rklev and
the Nat i~mal Shakespea~e Company Conservato~y . .
Most of the characters were much like' those
Shakespeare had created, too, C'Xcept th<' king
Claudius, who was not as devious and rvil as thr
playwright seemingly had intendrd. The rolrs . of
Polonius, Ophelia, and Guilclmste:n WC'f<' rsprcially
well portrayed by the company.
Costuming was elaborate and much likC' thr elothC's
of the day. But a few of'the h<'address('S, rsp<'cially th<'
king's crown, looked cheaply construc:ted.
Some other aspects of the play seemed to b<' com- promised to fit the company's budget, however·. Most
of their set was made of a curtain movpd back and
forth to look like separate rooms in thC' cast](' and
backdr~p that provided some S<'tling for th<' show.
Shakespearean sets are usually ~·vry simplv l)('causr

K.C. Kizzaih as Hamlet.

the ma.jor element of the play is supposed to be tne
characters but-this set was too simple.
Some of the characters. which played a minor part
in the play, were not inc'luded, evidently because the.
cast was not ·large .enough. On e of these characters
was a g rav ed igger that yvas in one of the closing
scenes of the play.
ln- the play as it is w ritten by Shakespeare, two
gravediggers are holding a discours.e on the person
they are going to be burying, Opheli a, a~d on the
nature of Denmark itself . It offer some comic relief
in the .play helps to satirize some things _at which
Shak espenre wished to poke fun, and exp lained_some
unclear points in the play. Although it is , a short
piece, it is a significant one and the company only
used one gravedigger. The play was therefore altered
a bit.
·
The nat.u re of the pla y itself exaggerated the fact
that UCF needs a theater complex in which to hold
stagr performancC's. Special lighting is needed for the
opening scene of thr play, 'in which the former king ,
Hamlet's fathC'r, makC's his appt'arance. The
arrangement of the Village CentC'f Assembly Room
showC'd all orth<' bare lights, and cC'ftainly distracted
the• audiC'ne<' from thr'c'ffrc:t it was supposC'd to make.
On the whole', thr pNformance ~as vNy C'ntNta in ing, and I hopC' th<' Village CC'nt<'r will continue
to bring morC' shows of this kind to UCF. ExeC'pt for
th<' problems with thC' lighting, most pC'rsons would
not notic<' any prohlPms with thC' play.
The' show also dn'w onC' of the largC'st erowcls <'VC'fY
gathc-rc'cl a't a single• thc•atC'r p<'rformanec at thC'
univC'rsit~' ·

•
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advance and you'll wind up with no
exposures · on your film after . it's
developed. After doing this once, I
learned my lesson. Now· I always
follow this - ritual when I load my
camera (as do· many professionals):
First, I carefully thread the film leader
securely into the takeup spool. Then I
advance the film until the holes in the
film line up with the sprockets of the
roller fo the ·camera. Close the camera
back now and turn the film rewind
know Jo take up the slack in the roll.
Advance the fil.m two frames (until the
frame counter reaches zero) and meanwhile check the rewind knob to see
that it's turning while the film ,-is being
adva.n ced . If the ·knob is not turning
the film may not be advancing and you ·
should check now just · in case. If the
·wasn?t as advancing, start with
the procedures described above until it
·
does.

·wm

•

.Othe·r internal probl.ems include:
Scratched negatives or slides-Clean
the inside of the camera thor.oµghly;
especially the surfaces av.er whieh the
·film passes. Use lens . tissue or an
animal hair brush.
Over or underexposure--the meter
may be malfunctioning or the batteries
could be dead. Also, check the aperture
mechanism in your lens, and the shut.ter in your camera.
·
Fuzziness on every picture--make
sure film flatteqing .plate is not loose. A
dirty or scratched .lens o~ filter cai:i also .

page3

cause overall fuzziness. (Note: this is
b(lsed on the notion that the photo is
otherwise in focus optically.)
Partial exposures - This can occur
when you are using flash and the shut-·
ter speed is ·n ot set on the correct synchronization (usually a 60th or I 25th
of a second.)
Then there are the problems which
arise because of external elements. One
of these is subject movement.
. Sometimes people confuse subject
movement with camera inov~ment and
being out of focus. If there are some
things· in the picture ·which are sharp
and some 'which aren't, yo~ can rule
out camera motion and being .out of ·
~o.cus. This leaves subject:motion . .
The genera·l rn!e for eliminating ~ub
ject motion is to increase the shutter
:speed. Pe~ple at rest or posing can
'usually be shot at around a 60th of a
·second or more. .People '. in motion,
(walking, gesturing, etc.,) should be
shot at I 25th G>f a second or faster. To
stop the motion of a..person running or.
teams playing a sport, a 250th would
be the slowest sp{'C'd I'd use. A faster
speed of course will free:ze the action
even better.
·
Some interesting effects can be
created, however, by shooting a
moving subject with ·a relatively
slow shutter speed. Depending on the
degree · of motion and the speed, ·ypu
can have a bas.ketball player's arm i·q
blur or turn a rugby team into an in. destinquishable swirl of colors.

Senate---------=---rrom
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$600,000 ·in case of malpractice. The
by the program. According to the
budget proposed by Mark Omara
guidelines of.the p'rogram, the attorney
cannot act on lawsuits involving
allocates $300 of the program's money
criminal cases or cases which will cost for this purpose. The attorney will be
more than $2,500.
paid approximately $25 per hour from
The legal services attorney may not Student Government's Other Personnel
prosecute or act in defense of the • Services account and will be available
Florida Bpard of Regents, the state of
eight hours ·each week. Only members
Florida, or UCF.
of the Florida Bar in good standing
Under this program, the attorney
will be eligible to be an attorney for
the program. .s hall be insured for $300,000 · to

Seeing the light
This narrow beam light pro~ides this student with just enough 'light
and warmth to study in the solitude of the Classroom Building stair·well.
·

Special One Year Anniversary Party!

_Robert Coady Band
Feh. 9th and .10th
14th -17th
To" McDaniels Acousffcal Band
_Feh. 13th

17-92:
Fern Park

One Draft Beer
WHh This Ad!!! "Pitcher Hite" Mon., Tue., Wed., t2.oo ~itchen from 8-~1

i - --

-

"IfI am not for myself, who will be; if not now, when?
And if I am only for myself, what am I?" - Rabbi Hillel

A
4

COMETOTHE

HILLEL BRUN~H

A

¥ .

For Jewish Students, Faculty and Staff

SIJNDA Y ~ FEB. 18, 10 A.M.
.

-

.

Village.Center Student Organizations Lounge
For Information, call 678-3790 or 275-2233

Friday and
Saturday night

Feb.16& 17
Tickets .on
Sale·at 11:45·
Show starts
12:15

Free RQcky
Horror Bumper
.. .Stickers to the
first 100 customers·
·
each night!
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Photo by Steven Reid Jr.

Photo by Geottrey Rowlllnd

Brisk walks down El Paseo de la Reforma, a trip to the pyramids at Teotihuacan, a
. performance of Ballet Folklorico de Mexico, a ride or two in a runaway taxi, .and exploring La Zona Rosa were. just a few of the experiences shared by Professor J.J.
Chavda and 11 advanced graphic design students on a recent excursion to Mexico
Citv.
Each year the advanced graphic design class takes a .field trip to an interesting
location for the purpose of collecting visual and mental i~ages to use in preparing a
publication.
Bright and early January 11 we left Orlando International Jetport and arrive a
short time later in. Mexico · City. We immediately began to explore the ·area within
walking di~tance of our conveniently located hotel. It didn't take much time for us to
learn the value of the peso and to pick up a few phrases in the native language. Fortunately, some of us had studied enough Spanish to manage.
We founcl Mexico City to be an exciting cosmopoiitan experience. Most of ow days
and some of our .nights were filled with making photographic images. However, we
managed to find time for discoing in La Zona Rosa and shoy:>ping in some of the local ·
markets. Other enjoyable aspects of our adventure included sampling international
cuisine at some of the better restaurants and b~coming acquainted with some of the
]ovelv warm Mexican people.
Th-is was an ~xperjence: that was enjoyed by all who participated. Although we had to leave after only 5 ,short days, we gained much from our visit to this fascinating
city.
Text By Linda Weckerly Howorth

Photo by Randy A. Wrlallt

Photo by Llnclll R•wl•

t"ftOIO by JUG)' cours

.ll"ltOtO lay Linda Wecllerty Howorth
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Jepson·- - - - - - - - -

from page I

deliveFies of their pottery wares, which
· range from functional bowls and soap
dishes to ·candlestick holders. Their
market is from New York to Honolulu Chicago to Dallas. Jepson's involvement with pottery has also led
him to acquire one of the finest collection's"of pottery in the United States.
· Jepson has been honored recently by ·
being included in a new book titled
"The Professional Potter" by Thomas
Shafter. Jepson was one of six potters,
three American and three European, to
be covered in the book .
. However, like most successful people
Jepson is a muliti-faceted person. Two
year_s ago he began· to notice that
several of his stuc:Jents._ were telling
him how h~ . had influenced their lives,
both personally and professionally.
"So," said Jepson, "I decided I had a
message·-that I had something I was
having su~cess with to share with other
people. I ,began to actively pµrsue a
career in public speaking."
·
_
The theme. of Jepson's speeches is
motivational, effective . living and
creative oroblem solving.

same

Roses are Red,
·Carnations are White
.
'
Pike Candy is Sweet, ,
To, the Very Last' Bite.

Valentine's Day Flower & Candy S~le.
Feb. ~2-14 at the V.C. .
·

Yonr ·V alentiue
Will Love It:

'!I.
ll(Jllllc:
..

.

·

Bill Cosby tells
why Red Cross needs
. your type of blood.

" Every day the week,
there's somebody who·needs
your type of blood .
" But the thing about blood
is: it doesn't keep very long.
· Which means we ' ve got to
keep the supply coming constantly. Donors are needed
every day:
. "Sorry to say, there are
never enough donors.
:· [n fact, five people out of
every 100 are doing the whole

$1 .SO plus tax, for,a fam~us Sobik's
sub and a cold 14 once Pepsi!
Avaifable at any Sobik's. Limited to
Regular Steak Sub or Meatball Sub
with this ad. Open for lunc.h &
dinner 10:30 AM to 9 PM.
A Putilic Se<vice of This Newspaper
& The Advertising Council

r.f!I·
~

.
.
. job. That's right, five percent·
qf the people give 100 percent
of!he blood that 's donated .
· " Ifyou're between 17 and
66. and generally .healthy. you
can help ch·ange all that. And
your one blood donation can
help .up tofive people to live.
" Call !)'Ol,lr Red Cross Blood
Cente"r and make a donor . ·
appointment soon. It's oqe way
you can help keep Red Cross
ready . . . to help others ."

~pRedCross

ready.

• RosesAreOur
Speeialty
•Three Wire
Serviees

• •Otfo Diseou,n t
You Mention
This Ad
Wh~u

~

We ·o ellver.

Cut and Dry
Floral Arrangements
Also
Call and ·reserve your Flowers today. ·

Caroline Taylor's Florist
894-9856

The Brothers of
LAMBDA .C HI ALPHA
. thank the little sisters f or the great sftPper
.last Saturday.·
-~ONGRATULATIONS

to our newwest .
Creseents,
Stefanie V olehko .:
& Helen Haugstatter
We Love You All
Happy Valentioe'-s Day
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'Hello kiddies, would you like a IOllipop?'
Despite frequent warnings from
their parents and other authorities,
three out of every . four children will.
ac~ept candy from a stranger, accor-'
ding to a study conducted ·by two journalism students at the University of
Central Florida.

l.

The students, a ·20-year-old coed and
Sl-year-old retired Marine., approachecf:' tl,ie ch.Jldre~· near their
.s~hool~!:·e~urches· and horn~. And '116
.
. ·, -~: " 'Of die 1~8 ·"children they approa~hed
': · :.. accepted a' Tootsie Pop (a brand · of ·
,.
·
_
lollipop).
;: Boy~ were more likely to accept the
loll4pop than girls, and old~t children
were more .likely to accept them than
younger children. Also, ·children were
more likely to accept the lollipop
when th~y .,w ere ·i n .groups rather than
alone.
·
· The principal at an elementary
school used an intercom system to
warn students not to accept the candy.
· Unaware of the announ·c ement, the.
coed approached some ' of the students
when they were dismissed five minutes
later, and 18 accepted a lollipop. Only
12 obeyed the principal and refused to
take one.
·
"Five firs"t and second-grader~ drew
back in horror when I approached
them," said Jean Fuston, one oL the
students eonducting the study. When
she asked who had warned them to
. refuse candy from strangers, they blur. ted out together, "Our parents, our
teachers, our principal. ..
-a

i ·

wearing jeans and sweatshirts·as when
·they were wearing a suit or ·a skirt.
About 25 percent of the children
refosed to accept the Tootsie Pops no
matter what the journalism student~ .
said or wore. A fourth grade girl
looked aghast at the coed, muttered the
word· "poison" and fled. A fifth g'r ader
· said she was ort a diet and another fifth
grader angrily stomped on the coed's·
fopt, then ran across a street.

A few other children accepted the
candy but, instead of eatihg "it: broughf
it to their parents or principal'.
.
:··
Almost half · the children .when fhe ·
ex-marine approaehed ih ·a -residential
area also"refused to .·acc-ept the Tootsie.
Pops. ,Ho-Wever, a 5-year-old gii-1 who
at first refused later insisted on taking
him home to ask her .mother's permission.

. Scolding the ex-Marine, the girl's
mother asked, .. Don't you know any
, better than. to try to give candy to
ch!ldren?"
Ariother parent became angry when
his son was offered the candy. .
_ · "What the hell's going on hete?" he
demanded.
However, both parents allowed their
children to accept the Tootsie Pops af.ter the ex-Marine showed an identif ic'ation card and explained that he .
was conducting an experiment for · a
class.
·
Most of the children who accepted
· the candy ~ere older and in groups.
Four sixth-grade boys who had just
The journalism ~tudents passed out
been aismissed from school took a
as many Tootsie Pops ~hen they were · handful of l'ollipops, exp~ining th~t

they were "starving" and had "a lot of
brothers and sisters." Another sixth
grader said he wanted all the lollipops
and tried to grab the entire bag of
them.
Similarly, all the kindergarteners
approached _in a church parking lot

accepted a lollipop. Asked ~hy they
took the C<3:ndy frorri a stranger, the
children said they though it was a
. reward for going to church.
Typi~ally, as she took a Tootsie Pop,
a 5-year-old girl wearing a dress and
patent leather shoes added, "You don't
look like you'd hurt me.,,

"The little shop that's
big on.quality"

GOLDENROD
AUTO BODY
15AatAloma
AREA
DAVII;> E. SMITH/... _ . - n .
OWNER
,.

JI

678-25~!-

2201 E. Colonlal Dr.
1115 W. Colonlal Dr.
5507 W. Colonlal Dr.
1919 S. Orange Ave.
6320 International Dr.
516 Altamonte Dr.
7135 S. Orange Blossom Trail
915 W. Vine St., Kissimmee

CLIMB 'FHE LETTERS TO SUCCES·S.
\

start making a healthy
· llvlng ...Today!

If you're tired of just getting
by in a job you don't really like.
you st.lould consider becoming
an independent distributor of
Sunasu products ... uniQue nutri·
tional fomiulas that thousands
of people swear bv.
Call me today For complete
details. JOYCE BOONE

894-1892

I

l

.

Success is a long way up. But after toking the first step, the second one comes
easier.
.. ,
·
.
Air Force ROTC.con help you climb that ladder by providing a helping hand during
college. It can enrich your college years and also help you with some of those school
expenses at the same time.
.
.
.
You can compete for a two, three or four-year scholarship that pays $100 a month
for college expenses, while it picks up the tab for all tuition, lab .fees and books.
The AFROTC program hos many extras. l:.ike the Right Instruction Program (FIP),
where you ·qualify tor Air Force flight training through a screening process and receive introductory flight instruction. You'll also learn about leadership, management; Air Force history dnd traditions, and much more through AFROTC. The program preP.ares. cadets to toke command after they gradu9te and ore commissioned as Air Force officers.
.
.
The list goes on. Check it out today. See if you can climb the letters to success
and meet the challenge and accept the commitment. You'll find that the Air Force
ls a great way to serve your country, and that AFROTC is a great way to get there
from here.

For more information contact:
Professor of Aerospace Studies,
General Classroom Bldg., Room 310,
Phone 275-2264
Gateway too great way of life.

· _J!Or
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Knights squeeze out Rollins
..

''Bull shit, bull shit," shouted Rollins fa.ns.

:

•
~
~~

• I

" , "Go to hell, ',Rollins, go to hell," .chanted the
d

. Knight. c_heeririg section.'...
The game had begun ..

by Cathy Costello
freelance writer ·

The Knights' basketball team raised
its conference recor-d to 4-1 and shares..
the con(erence lead with Florida
Southern with their 73-72 triumph
over crosstown rival Rollins College
·
Sa tu_rd.a f n i1g·~.t. ·

With nin~ seconds left in the game,.
'· UCF's Wil Nix sank the first shot in a
··.;. one-orrione sjtUati"o~, securing UCF's
- three~po.irlt lea

•

.. I

~ .....

a:

I J

I 1/

·

· ~-:.· not in time tQ,.efl.t.9h the Knights, whose
·: . .. -.,, -~~~ . rec<Md 'i-flrn,q ~:a:i-S;ffe· ~rall.
~

·

.

Nix, who led the Knights in rebounds
with six, stuffed Rollins' Tom Durkey.
The fans,, went wild, when a sl;iot · by
Clark put Central Florida ahead, 59-

j 1j

. ~: Rollins' Kyle Rich scored a baskef·
~ ·;, with .. o.oe secdnd ·remaining, but it was
~:

in the half; that a quick basket by
"Jimmy Lee" Davis, and fiv~ more
consec;utive Knight baskets, put UCF
within two.
The emotional crowd cheered on
UCF as they rallied from a two-point
halftime deficit, 49-4 7. After six
straight points by Rollins, UCF's Wil

-

.

Bo Clark, the . NCANs Division II
scoring leader who averaged. 33 p0i~ts
a game, led the Knights wjth 22 points.
Central
Florida's Geq1ld Jones,
Cleveland Jackson and Wil. Nix scored
18, 13, and 9 points respectively .
Joel Fiser of the Tars had 19 points,
with Rich adding 16 and Mahon~y, 14._.
Costly turnovers and lack of
rebounds marked UCF's first-half play.
It wasn't until four minutes remained

58 wi~h 13:04. left in the game. The
lead then switched hands several "times
in the final minutes, neither team being
able to break away .
lJCF tried to st~ll a couple of times,
but it was the steals and blocked shots
by Jackson, Nix and Haas that kept the
momentum going for Central Florida.
In the last -three minutes, the Knights
capitalized on their foul shots to win a
shaky one point . victory . .
UCF meets the Tars aga'in on Mon.,
Feb. 12, at 7:30 p.m. at the Rollins
Heldhouse in Winter Park .. The game
will be broadcasted on WFTU-FM .

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Knight stats, Saturday, Feb. 3

, Knights' _coach Torchy Clark shouts over the roar of the crowd to
Rollins coach Mark Freidringer after the Knight's victory .over the
Tars 73-72 Saturday night.

Crouch

Rollins (72):
2 2·2 6, FIMJr 9 1·3 19, Rich 8 O·O 16, Campbell 3 0.0 6, Mahoney 7 0.0 14, Colllns 3 0-0 6, Durkee
2 1·2 5. Totals: 34 4-7.
.
UCF (73): Krull O 1·2 2, Jones 9 0-118, Nix 3 3·5 9, Jackson 4 5-5 13, Clark 110-022, James 0 0..0-0, Stephenli 10-02,
Haas 1O·O2, D.vls 3 0-0 6. Totals: 32 9-13.
Halftime scores: UCF 47, Rollins 49; Fouls: UCF 8 1 Rollins14; Fpuled out: none._ Att~nce 3,000.

UCF tied
in Sunshine; _
kills Bi~~ayne

Look at Knight
scoring threat
Gerald Jones

The Knights hustled their way to a
103-92 victory over Biscayne Wednesday night in Miami.
.
.
Bo Clark scored 30 points, which is
jvst below his leading Division II
average of 32.5. Wil Nix added 23, including sixteen from the field.
UCF remains tied with Florida
· Southern for the Sunshine State Conference leadership with a 5-1 conference record. The Knights maintain a 164 overall record.
~
Clark scored 20 points in the first
half but was sl0wed by -Biscayne defense in the second half. Nix's close-in
field shots, as well as Jackson's 12
points and Jones' 18 helped total the
UCF winnings.corn. ·
-

by Richard Nelson
freelance writer

Using quickness, body control and a determined spirit to
strip his man of defensive position before driving to the
basket, UCF guard/forward Gerald Jones has established
himself as one of Torchy Clark's big-time scoring t~reats.
The Chattanooga, .Tenn. native joins the exclusive group
of Cleveland Jackson and Bo Clark to form the Knights'
po"tent, point-producing triumvirate of basketball daredevils ..
What is his secret for his success?
"I just go do it," he calmly says.

....

Jones has done it ·enough to average 17 .1 points per game
this season. He was even more successful at Dalton Junior
College, where his driving, shooting style earned him a 26.3
scoring average dur.ing the 1976-77 season.
From there Jones came to UCF in January, 1978 because
of seductive recruiting efforts by Clark.
..- ·
Now Jones, along with Jackson ~nd Bo Clark, must face
the pressure of a rigorous Sunshine State Conference
schedule if the Knights are to enjoy any post-~eason success
.
this ye~r:

Knight Stats, Wednesday, Feb. 7
Bl_,ayne (92): Lajeunesse 11 2·2 24, Rhoden 1 1·3 3,
Mo.,raomery 2 2·3 6, Stlltler I 1·2 3, Bahlle 13 5-6 31,
Dll*lns 2 0-0 4, Seal~ 3 0.1 6, Smith 3 1·1 7. Weltfden. bach 1 0-0 2. FusMJll 2 2·2 6. Totals 39 14-20 92. ·
UCF (103): Krull 3 0-0 6, "J - . 5·8-10 11, Nix 9 5-6 23,
Jackson 3 6-6 12, Clark 13 4-5 30, Jamn 0 2·2 2,
Stephens 3 0·2 6, Haas 1 0.0 2, Davis 1 2-4 4. Totals: 38
27-35103.
HaHttme scores: UCF 48, Blscaynit 42; Total 9ouls: UCF
20, Biscayne 27; Fopled out: Stlbler.

Jones _fights freelan.ce
Clark and Jackson have been through it before. Jones, on
the other hand, is a rookie to pressure-cooker basketball,
where packed throngs of delirious fans cheer, the· air chokes
.
;
you and your hands sweat.
Nobody, inclu~j_ngJ.?_nes, knows if he can defeat the f:it.ure
pressure. He can only remember his past, when ne117hborhood boys played hasketball under a rusty hoop for
hours.
Back then, basketball was played for fun.
"When I was growing up, playing sports was all we could
do. It was either football or basketball," Jones said. "One
day I just hung up football and stuck ~ith basketball."
Jones, page 19

,..
1
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Did you know, do you·care?

• On Ff'b. 4, 1973, David Martem, 20, and
Scott Panel, 20, set out from San Francisco -on a
tandem bicycle and ·pedaled 4,83 7 miles in four
months, finishing June _.5 in Washington, D.C. after cruising the U.S.
• The highest attendance at an indoor boxing
match peaked at 3 7,321 persons at the Clay vs.
Terrell fight ·in the Houston, Texas Astrodo_n:-_e on
Feb. 6, 1967-. The secc_md longest career in boxi_n g

....

is attributed to Walter Edgerton, the "Kentucky
11.osebud, · · who knocked out john Henry Johnsen,
45, in four rounds on Feb. 4, 1916 when aged 63.
• Baseball is known as a "totally American
derivation of the English game of cricket and the
now-little-played English ·game of rounds. But on
Feb. 4, 1962, Nedelya, the weekly supplement to
the Soviet newspaper Izvestia, claimed that
"beizbol" was an old Russian game. ·

• ...ii

UCF hosts pro -w restlers
Dusty Rhodes, Rocky Johnson, Ox Baker and- Pak Song (left) begin a
dual match in the UCF gym Sunday .night. Ox Baker throws his
weight on Roc~y in the final match (below right).
The strong a~d mean-looking grapplers p~rformance was sponsored
by the Orlando Sports Stadium and UCF to raise money for the UCF
wrestlers. The stadium guaranteed the team $1,000 minus the cost of
security guards.
"It will be enough money for the team to go on extra tr-ips next
year," said Joe Corso, UCF ~restling coach,

lntramura]s UCF football;

·t

·'I
;

UCF's . eight-member coed team
captured 3rd place in the Intramural ·
Budweiser Super Sports Competition
the weekend before last ifl: Tallahassee.
' The team enjoyed a fun weekend on
the Budweiser people and brought
home a 2 foot high trophy for their efforts. Team members were Angelo
Cusimano, Karen Hunter, Bill Trahan,
Karen White, Bob Samiljan,_ Sandy
Seibt, George Lee, Bobby Schamp and ·
Bruce Pooley.
·
' Bill Trahan won the first annual IM
Frisbee Golf Tournament with a low
gross score of 68, just two over par for
the challe!l_ging UCF layout. Norm
Beardsley who finished with a fine
score of 70 was second overall and tied
Trahan for the handicap championship with an adjusted score of 66.
Plans are now being made to
establish a permanent Frisbee (Dfsc)
Golf Course on campus, complete with
tee markers and marked targets.
Intramural Game Results:
SOCCER
PKA over SAE 5-0
ll'lln over FW 11·0
lt1n over LXA 13-0 ·
PKA lied KS 2·2
FS&S over SAE l-2
PKA over LXA Default
Iran over Ea1les 6-1
TKE I over ATO 3·1

~teve Wllllams/Future

Colb.ourn gets community $Upport
planned.
Bill Goldsby, UCF athletic business manager has said it
The notion of deve~oping . a UCF footbll team has gained would cost around $~50,000 to start a pr.ograrri at the
community support and pledges of financial assistance ac- ·Division III level, while initiating a club football progra.µ1
would cost between $30 and $40,000 .
cording to Trevor Colbourn , UCF president.
Forming a competitive Division III · team would not
"It is too soon to say if it wi11 be .e nough," he said , "but I
~ave h~d a number of expressions of enthusiasm and support
require giving out scholarships, said Colbourn, who said he
favors the change in plans.
·
from community figures."
"I think this makes it easier to move further forward fn the
The president said he has aJso had requests from citizens to
long run," he said.
include them in the planning of a team .
Colbourn said he does not intend to ask Student Govern, Colboum said the.football program will be financed comment for financial supp<_?~t o~ the football prograJil with ti!~ Acpletely with funds, donated or raised by the community.
"If we can't raise it, we won't do it," Colbourn said, "but tivity and Service Fee funds.
so far, we can have considerable optimism."
"I think it is important to ~mpr~ve ·and expand present
Although the program is still in the discussion stage, the . prqgrams with that money," Colbourn said. But UCF has
.outlook must be bright, for Colbourn said he and the direc- reached a ceiling on the type of programs offered, Colbourn
tor of athletics are now considering starting the football said, and .a football team could be the ·opportunity to do
team off in Division III, rather than a club sp0rt as originally much more to expand the university's renown.
by Ann Barry

sports editor

Humps tied SX 4-4
TKE II o¥er XO 3· l
ATO over Chi Phi 5-0
KO over DOD 4-2
Wowdles OVllf ZTA 4-0
Tyes I over KO 3·0
Wowdlel over AXO 1-l
Tyes I over ZTA 2-0

. FIBERGLASS
DOUBLE BELT
30.000 Ml. GUAR.

BASKETBALL
BSU aver Stlncers 1-0 (t~)
TILKS over Daytona ComecUon 19-156
Daytona Comec:tlon over Chester's eo.tllas 40-30
TILKS over the Great Rasoo 70-31
Mask: over Ball Hawks 74-44
FUS over tloops 40-38
over Strtns Music 15-40
Ball HaWks over Forfeit 50-37
Chi Phi over KS 36-31
SX over LXA 32·30
: SAE over Chi Pitt 35-20
ATOover-TKEll&-42
KSlloverPKAll lS-i3
ROTC over TKE 11149-24

$15.91
18.97

2Fiberglas-2Potyester
lllfn, by 6oodrich-6oodyear

PREMIUM DOUBLE
STEEL RADIALS
. 40,000 Ml. GOAR.
Mfg. by Goodrich

1

~~~~EU~3~~2

16Sxll .
16sx1s
lSSxl.4
14
'95x
·

"°·

69
'5.77
49•95
54•96
205xl4
56.91
205x I 5 - 61.33
215xl4
63A7

$
.
·

7 COUPON
OFF
e~i:hset.(4)olnewWW
tires installed &This Coupoo

m•1
($1.SOOFFEACHTIRE)
A78-l 3
$19.7' AR78-13 $29.97
Money back guarantee if undersold
19.81
Cl.8-13/14 21.96 BR78-13
31.83
19.84 E78-1.4
22.68 ER78-IA
33.53
215xl5
6'.50 - - - - - - - 20.67 F78-1.4
23.49 fR78-l4/15 34.72
225xl5
67.55
•instantapproval
i'8Jt'411 S 21.86 GlS- l A/1 s· 24.87 GRlS- l-4/l S 36•91
230x 15
78.57
•no finance charge
· 1'l'f1' 15 · 22~93 H78~~" 4115 '26.42 HR78-14/ l 5 38.48
LL
UR
6 mo. 10 pay
· RADIALS ARE.
• qualified buyers
....
l7_8..
: l_s_ _2_4_.6_s...._l7-8-·1·~5~"'2~7~.6~3!!111!J~~~-l"':R7~8~-1~5~3~8!"'.9~6~!'!!!!S~TE-EL"!INO~T~G~LA~S~S~hil'LUS WE HOtlllll IGSTOEPT. STOKE CllC. CAIDS

fsas

FREE. ·
CREDIT •

ALLIED'S PRICE
PROTECTION
POLlCY~

It within 30 days d purcha;se you can buy a
comparable tire or
wheel for l!ss money
includiJlQ service and
accessories than at Al·
lied Discount :rire
simply show prool and
we will refund yoo the
difference & remember

ALLIED GUARANTEES
MILEAGE.

LETTERS • OUTLINE ·or RAISED
··2 +· 2 3o1000 MILE GUARANTEE

Don't miss it!

A70-1 .:)
$27.22
E70-14
29.66
G70..14·15
31.80
-15
32.91

• LADY .KNIGHTS

. t-ilo...

4 WHEEL DRIVE
MULTt·TAACS

86().1 3
$27.83
G6Q.J4.15 32.99
l6Q.14-15
36:66

.' CAMPER TRUCK

·10.1s. .
$48.64
l 1-15
53.79'
J2-15
67.70
IO:!S H.fgh~ 52;2,5

'·' f~. .

;
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21s E Memor~1 Blvd.
~. (-At National Auto Service Centers)
. Daily 8-5 ·30. Sat. 8-~
. PHONE 682-3357 ·

·PLANT

ctn
St. RC=39 & 1·4
'(At John 's FINA}

' · " Open 7 days a week & some eves.
PHONE 752·1091

··~
· 1310So. 6r. BI, Tr.
(At 4 Wheel Drive Center)
l\AOn.-Thur. 8-5:30: Fri. 8-8; Sat. 8-4
PHONE 843-6590 SUNDAY 1 ().4

THANl(SFOR
BUYING AT

ALLIED

...
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Sports briefs
~ aaseball has

When he began high school, Jones
was playing on the JV squad: Actually,
he was sitting the bench, hungry for
The UCF Knights baseball team opens the 1979 season
action. He was, until one day.-:..
Feb. 22 with a home contest against Washington and Lee at
·"I felt like I should have.:-been-;drt3: 15 p.m. It is the first of 32 games on tap for th~ new UCF ,
Baseball field.
.
ing with the JV squad, but the coach
Coach Bill Moon says the field, part of the just completed
had this dude he was in favor with so
$800,000 Sport.s Complex, is a major improvement in his
he wouldn't let me play,," Jones
program.
· recalled. "But the varsity c;oach was
"Minus lights, it· is one of the finest facilities in the area," ·
moving up tenth graders because he
he said. The new field enable the Knights to work on defense,
was loo~ing to tjle next two years, ;md
daily.
I was lucky enough to be one of the
With only two starter.s returning fro.m last year, the ·
ones picked up.
"I guess you. could say that was the
. Knights face the difHci.Ilt task of developing competitive
turning point in my ·career because I .balance. In 1978, Moon's first year with the team, the batters shook rival pitching with a .298 batting average, but he
then started working hard to · improve
ptichers turned in a pathetic 5 ..70 staff ERA en rou.te to a 22my game."
24 record.
So a tenth grader not good enough to
The Sunshine State Conference season begins March 28
start on the junior varsity suddenly
against defending National Champions Florida Southern.
found himself leading . the Kirkman
The Knights finished last in the 1978 conference, posting a 3High School varsity unit as a full. 12 mark.
.
·
fledged starter.
"Before then, coaches never had
given me a chance to play and I wanted to prove to myself that I could play.
The UCF Lady Knights scored higQ. against their opponenThat's when I began working out to
ts this week.
.:
improve myselt as a player," he said .
The Ladies dumped Rollins Coll~ge Monda.y 77-3'8. Laura
The work had paid off. Jones has left
Smith scored 25 points for the Knights.
his childhood days of pick-up basketLast Friday the Knights also creamed Florida INterball. Now he wears the gold and white
national University, ·96-36. The high scorer of that game.was
uniforms of UCF, a team of one-on-one
Day1e Zimmerman with 21 points.. ·
specialists who have compiled a: 16-4
"Neither team was very strong,'.' said Coach Nancy Sirrecord .
mons, "Everybody on our team got a chance to.play."
'Tm satisfied with my play in the
The Lady Knights now hold a 14-3 record for the season.
sense that I'm playing ball and I'm getThey play Florida Southern tonight in the UCF gym..
at 7 p.m .
. ·
·
ting a chance to play my own game.
We run a freelance offense ... we run
and play ball and that's better than ·
1sirig a set play and walking the ball
The UCF Soccer team eased some of the pain f~om their 4down the court," Jones said.
8 1978 season Jan. 29 in Gainesville by winning the 2nd AnFreelance basketball.
nual A.C. Moore Invitational Soc<;:er Tournament. The·
Jones wouldn't want it any other
Knights rebounded from an opening round loss in besting the
way.
12 team field.

new field

Lady Knights triumph

•

..
•

Booters -w in tourney.

Swing low

Kena,.....,~uture

UCF woman netter Dominique Legendre swings
low to return a valley from the team's Thursday,
Feb. I opponent, the University of Tampa. UCF.
won the· match 5-4 in the last event. "It was right
down t~ the wir~," Coach Rocky. Thomas said,· "I
\yas really pleased with the play. That puts us at 60 ~ '!hich is also very nic~~~

Southern Photo

The Brothers of EX
Congratulate their Swe~theart,

Photo Supplies .
Ca.meras • Strobes • Frames • '" atts

Portraits
~

BethCranston

~

as UCF' s E·•rst ·
·Homecoming Queen.

•

.

.

--

. Good News About
Auto Insurance
For College Students

.·

I ·
I

We'd like to insure your car. Why?
Because we specialize 'in providing auto
in~urance for young drivers. ·
Who are we? Criterion Insurance
Company is a dependable, financially
strong c.o mpany offering you -important
.benefits like these: corivenienl payment
plans, country-wide claim servic~, driver
training discounts and a wid'e choice of .
coverages to protect you and your -c.a r. ·
like to know more? Call or visit us
today for a free, personal rate quotation
and complete information. There.'~ no
obligation, of. course. And we'll be glad
to answer your questio~s about auto
insurance.

Measure~ 0111st_R~a~ln~

Resolution 11-11

II ·

I
I
I
I

Resolution 11-l.2 Introduced by Jim Soukup: A resplution concerning the recognition of a Student Government Association at South
Orlando Resident Center. ·

Resolution l ·l· 13

lntrod..ced by Rob Rotter&Jim Soukup: A
resolution requesting the ·distribution of 4 student government .
typewriters to various organizatiOns.

1
1
I
I

I

.I

--

•

Measureres on 2nd Reading
Bill 11-37 Introduced by Victor Collazo, Mike Abernathy &
Melissa Kamrick: A bill which amends the Legislative Statutes
.requiring that student senators maintain a grade point average of a 2.0
per quarter."

Biil 11-38 Introduced by Doug White: A bill allocating $100 to the
~eta A~pha

Psi accounting ~rganization.

Bill · 11-39

Introduced by Rob Rotter&Russ · Crlspell: A bill
allocating $45-0 for travel to enrichment program for Physical
.E ducation majors.
'
Bil.I 11-40 Introduced by Ron Jakubisin&James. Blount: A bill
allocating $-2$0 for Rick Farley. .

·

··Meeting of Feb. 1, 1979··

Bllt 1 i.-33 Introduced by Jim Soukup & James Blount: A bill allocating hinds for fen-

CALL .6 45'· 1488 '
JIM RICHARDSON
3131 CORRINE DR., ORLANDO, FLA.

I

I
I

Introduced by Rob . Rotter&Jlm Soukup: A

resolution concerning the appartionment of the Student Senate.

J

•
•
•

3184 E. Colonial
Herndon.Plaza
896-1724

Open: Mon-Sat 9-6
Thurs & Fri - till 9
Sund.a y 1-5
1

'

I.
i

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

I~D.'s

a---~--------SENATEACTION-------------.

.
·····-········
-·-·--·-·
.

Weddi.n gs · ·Passports &

cing for raekctball' courts.
cing for racket hall courts.

.

.

Biii 11·34 Introduced by]lm Soukup: A bill allocating $4 79·to the U.C.F. water ski
lt't\111.

~Criterion
Insurance Company

.

Biii 11·35 IJ1troduced by Jim Soukup: A bill amending the election statutes providing ·
for a n•('all election.

811111-36 Introduced by Mark Callahan: A bill allocating $368 for the purpose of sen-

~
J

·

Biii 11·33 Introduced by Jim Soukup&James Blount: A bill allocating funds for fen-

Hnrtw OHie'<•: WRsh1n1rton. O .C .

.

·-······~LIP ANO SAVJfTHIS AD,.~·······"

ding 13 stuclt'nts to the model senate at Steston Unive rsity on march 1-4, 1979.
Resolution 1.1-10 Introduced by Services Committee: A resolution supporting the
estal_),lisment of a football program at U.C.F.

- fi
~
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EV.t:NTS
UniversitY Movie
.I

•

~~

----·

.

WITH NOW MUSIC
Student free wflD ·

\

~

~"J"

~
:t

Feb. 14
11:~0 a.m.

·v.c. Green

- 1 p.m.

The Vi/loge Cemer Activities Boord is-funded
through the A ctjvity and Service Fee, QS
allocated by the Student Government of F. T. U.

.

